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I Introduction 
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DNA replication is a universal process for transmission of genetic information in all 

organisms. In the classic replicon model (18), regulated DNA replication requires a cis

acting DNA sequence (the replicator) and a trans-acting factor {the initiator) that binds 

to the replicator, which is now called the origin (of replication), thus resembling the 

proposed made shortly before for the regulatory circuits in gene expression. For the last 

40 years, the replicon has consistently received multiple experimental support (28). 

DNA replication can be divided into three stages: initiation (8, 14, 28), where initiation 

proteins bind to the origin, locally unwind the duplex, and introduce other replication 

proteins like the helicase, primase and DNA polymerase into the open complex to form 

the replisome; elongation, where DNA synthesis take place; and termination, where 

replication forks collide and and concatenated DNA molecules are separated into two 

daughter molecules. 

In bacteria the three phases are relatively well understood. Among various bacterias, 

DNA replication of Escherichia coli is the best characterized {19). ATP-bound DnaA 

(initiator) binds as a monomer specifically to each of the four asymmetric 9-bp 

consensus sequences (5'-TTAITTNCACA) or its closely related sequences, the DnaA 

boxes in the origin {OriC). These ATP-bound DnaA proteins oligomerize with additional 

ATP-bound DnaA proteins to form a large nucleoprotein structure containing 20-40 

DnaA proteins, which induces local unwinding of the AT-rich region adjacent to OriC. 

The DnaA proteins act as a replisome organizer for the subsequent loading of proteins 

required for the replication process (32). A complex of the helicase loader, the DnaC 

protein, together with helicase, the DnaB proteins, is associated with the DnaA-origin 

complex (7, 30). Following ATP hydrolysis by DnaC, DnaB is assembled around the 

DNA at the origin (30).Then primase, the DnaG proteins, is associated with the DnaB 

protein to synthesis the primer, which is utilized by DNA polymerase III to initiate 

bidirectional DNA synthesis. 

The study of DNA replication initiation in eukaryotic replicons initially followed 

path slower than in bacteria. Eukaryallinear chromosomes, on the contrary to the 

circular bacterial one, present multiple origins of replication to allow copying the 

complete genome timely along the S-phase of the cell cycle. The existence of many 

replication origins introduces further complexity in the mechanisms that control 

eukaryotic DNA replication (5, 13, 29). A complex of six proteins called ORC (origin 

recognition complex, ore 1-6), specifically binding to replicators in an ATP-dependent 
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way (6, 25) was first characterized inS. cerevisiae. 

InS. cerevisiae all six ORC subunits are essential for viability and remain associated 

withARS through all the cell cycle (2, 11, 44). Yeast ORC seems to include a single 

copy of each subunit (4) but subcomplexws defective in Orcl (31) and Orc6 (36) have 

been isolated in higher eukaryotes, together with others including extra copies of some 

subunits (42), being proposed to control DNA replication and cell cycle progression. 

Thus those two subunits would be associated in a looser way with an Orc2-5 core (10, 

43). Local melting of the origin occurs either by ORC alone or in conjunction with 

additional factors. Either before or during its association with Cdc6, local melting 

occurs. ATP-bound Cdc6 associates with ORC and the MCM helicase at the origin. ATP 

hydrolysis by Cdc6 causes conformational changes that release the helicase. Cdtl p is 

likely to be important for loading of MCM helicase. (33). Initiating the replication from 

pre-RC (pre replication complex) requires the activity of Cyclin-Dependent Kinases 

(CDKs). Mter the helicase is loaded onto the DNA, RPA coats the exposed ssDNA. 

Then the rest of the replication ~achinery like PCNA clamp and DNA pol a. is recruited 

to initiate DNA synthesis ( 1 ). 

Early studies suggested that archaeal replication is a simpler version of the 

eukaryotic process, as many of the proteins participating in archaeal DNA replication 

appear to be more similar to those found in eukarya than those in bacteria (12, 35). It 

became apparent, however, that most of the archaeal replication proteins are eukaryotic

like, some are more similar to those found in bacteria and others are archaeal-specific 

factors (polD). Initiation of replication in archaea begins when Cdc6/0rc1 homologue 

(the likely archaeal OBP, might exert all the functions described for eukaryal ORC and 

Odc6 OBPs) recognizes and binds to the origin. The binding causes a distortion and 

localized melting in the DNA. ATP-bound Cdc6/0rcl associates with the Cdc6/0rcl

origin complex and with the MCM helicase. Following ATP hydrolysis the Cdc6/0rcl 

protein releases the helicase MCM. After the helicase is loaded onto the DNA, SSB 

(Ssb-like protein) coats the exposed ssDNA. This SSB-ssDNA complex is the substrate 

onto which primase, the DNA polymerase, and the rest of the replication machinery is 

recruited to initiate DNA synthesis (20). 

Plasmids are double-stranded circular or linear extrachromosomal DNA molecules. 

Although plasmids replicate autonomously, they coexist stably with a host by limiting 

their replication to one round per bacterial generation. Circular plasmids replicate 
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primarily by either asymmetric rolling circle (RC) replication or theta replication. In RC 

replication of plasmids, a plasmid-encoded initiator protein (Rep) intiates replication by 

making a strand-specific nick at the plasmid double-stranded origin (DSO), which then 

serves as a primer for replication (26, 41). RC replication is the most common mode of 

replication for small ( <10 kb), promiscuous, multi copy Gram-positive bacterial 

plasmids, and is also used by some Gram-negative bacterial plasmids (9, 21). Theta 

replication is initiated by RNA primers at the origin (21, 34). The overall structure of 

origins for replicons that replicate by the theta-type mechanism and that are independent 

on DNA Pol I is highly similar to the E.coli OriC origin. Typically, these plasmid 

origins consist of a set of short repeated DNA sequences (iterons), specifically 

recognized by the initiator Rep protein; One or two binding sites for E.coli DnaA 

initiator protein (dnaA boxes); an A+ T rich sequence adjacent to the iterons which often 

contains repeats similar to the 13-mer repeats of the E.coli OriC; and commonly GATC 

sequences which are the sites of methylation by host Dam methylase. Initiation of 

replication follows in general the model proposed for replication at OriC (28). The 

initiator Rep protein specifically recognizes and binds to the iterons of the origin and 

various degrees of assistance of the DnaA protein, alters the DNA conformation and 

initiates a localized melting of the strands at the adjacent A+ T rich region, and 

successive loading of the replisomal helicase, primase, and the DNA Pol III HE (8, 22). 

In iteron replicons, F plasmid is well characterized. The crystal structure of the RepE 

initiator protein of plasmid F was solved as the first three-dimensional structure of a 

prokaryotic initiator protein (27). The RepE protein consists of topologically similar N

and C- terminal domains related to each other by internal pseudo 2-fold symmetry. By 

using HTH DNA binding motifs, the two domains bind to two consecutive major 

grooves on one face of the DNA helix of each of the 19-bp directly repeated sequences 

(the iterons) in the origin. The amino acid sequence homology between the RepE 

protein and some other plasmid initiator proteins, such as those of pPS 10 and pSC101 

suggested that those proteins might bind to their iterons similarly (27). Although the Pl 

RepA protein can not be aligned due to its poor sequence homology with the RepE 

protein, the molecular modeling suggested that it is also structurally similar to the class 

of plasmid initiator proteins to which the RepE protein belongs (37). In Pol I-dependent 

plasmids like ColEl, ColE2, pAM~l, replisome assembly occurs after an initial 

synthesis of the leading strand carried out by Pol I. This synthesis opens the duplex and 
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activates a PriA-dependent primosome assembly site which attracts the helicase, 

primase, and Pol III HE. 

The plasmid ColE2-P9 (ColE2) is a circular duplex DNA molecule of about 7 kb 

(15). It is present at about 10 to 15 copies per host chromosome (3, 16). The initiator 

protein (Rep; 35 kDa) of plasmid ColE2 is the only plasmid-specified trans-acting 

factor required for the initiation of plasmid replication (23, 24, 46). Initiation of plasmid 

replication also requires host DNA polymerase I (17, 38), but not RNA polymerase and 

DnaG primase {17, 39). The minimal cis-acting region, the origin (Ori; Fig. 1A), 

required for Co1E2 DNA replication consists of 31 bp ( 45). The ColE2 Rep protein 

binds specifically to Ori DNA, as revealed by a filter binding assay (23) and by an 

electrophoresis mobility shift assay (EMSA) (45). In an in vitro ColE2 DNA replication 

system with crude extracts of Escherichia coli, ColE2 DNA replication starts at a 

unique site in Ori and proceeds unidirectionally (17, 39). The ColE2 Rep protein is 

unique among other initiator proteins in that it is also a plasmid-specific primase. It 

synthesizes a 3-nucleotide primer RNA which has a unique structure of 5' ppApGpA 

( 40). Host DNA polymerase I specifically uses the primer RNA to start DNA synthesis, 

and then form aD-loop structure, into which various replication proteins of E. coli like 

DnaB helicase, DnaG primase and DNA polymerase III holoenzyme, are introduced to 

continue replication of ColE2 DNA. 

The replication initiator protein (Rep) of plasmid Co1E2-P9 (ColE2) is 

multifunctional. We are interested in how Rep binds to the origin (Ori) to perform 

various functions. Detailed analysis of the binding property of Co1E2 Rep and Ori is an 

important prerequisite to investigate the following steps after Rep binding to Ori, such 

as the formation of the open complex and primer synthesis. In this study, I used the 

electrophoresis mobility shift assay (EMSA) and dimethyl sulfate (DMS) protection 

assay to characterize the interaction of Rep and Ori. Three regions in Rep involved in 

Ori binding and corresponding three binding sites in Ori are identified. A model for the 

mode of the Co1E2 Rep-Ori binding is proposed (chapter III). The Co1E2 Rep proteins 

are present mostly in a dimeric form with some multimers larger than dimers in solution, 

while the form of Rep binding to Ori is not known. The results in this study demonstrate 

that, Rep binds to Ori as a monomer I propose here the efficient dimerization of Rep 

might be involved in keeping the copy number of the ColE2 plasmid at the normal level 

by limiting the amount of the active monomeric form of Rep in the cell (chapter II). I 
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further identified the region important for dimerization of Rep. It is located within the 

area containing regions II and III important for Rep-Ori interaction. This raises a 

possibility that dimerization of Rep affected the interaction of regions II and III of Rep 

with Ori and this might explain why Rep binds to Ori as a monomer but not as a dimer 

(chapter IV). Rep is also a plasmid-specific primase. Synthesis of the primer by the 

Co1E2 Rep protein requires opening of the DNA in the origin to expose the template 

strand. I examined how the interaction of Co1E2 Rep and Ori leads to opening of the 

origin DNA. Bases on my research, I propose a model for the molecular mechanism of 

early steps of ColE2 plasmid replication initiation (chapter V). My research should 

provide insights into the mechanism of initiation of ColE2 DNA replication. 
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Abstract 

The Rep proteins of some plasmid replicons have two functions. Dimers bind to 

the operator sequences acting as auto-repressors, whereas monomers bind to the 

iterons to initiate replication of DNA. The ColE2 Rep proteins are present mostly 

in a dimeric form with some multimers larger than dimers in solution, while the 

form of Rep binding to Ori is not known. We used an EMSA-based method to 

determine the molecular weight of Rep in the Rep-Ori complex. The result 

suggested that Rep binds to Ori as a monomer. In addition, the result of EMSA 

using the Rep protein fused with the maltose binding protein and the His6-tag also 

supported this conclusion. We proposed that dimerization of Rep might probably 

be involved in keeping the copy number of the ColE2 plasmid at the normal low 

level by limiting the amount of active monomeric forms of Rep in the host cell. 
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Introduction 

The plasmid ColE2-P9 (ColE2) is a circular duplex DNA molecule of about 7 kb [1]. 

It is present at about 10 to 15 copies per host chromosome [2, 3]. The initiator protein 

(Rep; 35 K) of plasmid ColE2 is the only plasmid-specified trans-acting factor required 

for the initiation of plasmid replication [4-6]. The initiation of plasmid replication also 

requires host DNA polymerase I [7, 8], but not RNA polymerase and DnaG primase [8, 

9]. The minimal cis-acting region, the origin (Ori; Fig. 1A), required for ColE2 DNA 

replication consists of31 bp [10]. The ColE2 Rep protein binds specifically to Ori DNA, 

as revealed by a filter binding assay [5] and by an electrophoresis mobility shift assay 

(EMSA) [10]. In an in vitro ColE2 DNA replication system with crude extracts of 

Escherichia coli cells, ColE2 DNA replication starts at a unique site in Ori and proceeds 

unidirectionally [8] [9]. The ColE2 Rep protein is unique among other initiator proteins 

in that it is also a plasmid-specific primase. It synthesizes a 3-nucleotide primer RNA 

which has a unique structure of 5' ppApGpA [11]. Host DNA polymerase I specifically 

uses the primer RNA to start DNA synthesis, and then form a D-loop structure, into 

which various replication proteins of E. coli like DnaB helicase, DnaG primase and 

DNA polymerase III holoenzyme, are introduced to continue replication of ColE2 DNA. 

The ColE2 Rep protein has a potential HTH DNA binding motif based on amino acid 

sequence homology to some known E. coli DNA binding proteins [12]. The ColE2 Rep 

proteins are mainly present as dimers in solution .However, it has not been examined 

yet whether Rep binds to Ori as a monomer, dimer or oligomer, which is essential for 

proposing a model of the Rep-Ori interaction. 

In this paper, we used an EMSA-based method to determine the molecular weight of 

the ColE2 Rep protein in the Rep-Ori complex. The result suggested that Rep binds to 

Ori as a monomer. In addition, the result of EMSA using Rep protein fused with the 

maltose binding protein and the His6-tag also supported the notion that Rep binds to Ori 

as a monomer. 
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Materials and Methods 

Strains and plasmids. The E. coli strains used were AG 1recA1 [12] and BL21(DE3) 

(Novagen). The plasmids used have been described elsewhere [13], except for those 

described below. 

Construction of plasmids. To construct pMAL243cRI [14] carrying the malE-fused 

ColE2 rep gene, the 0.95-kb EcoRI-Hindiii fragment of pBE243RI-II [10] carrying the 

Co1E2 Rep coding region was inserted between the EcoRI and Hindiii sites (within the 

MCS) of pMAL-cRI (NEB). To construct pETmal243, the Pvuii-Hindiii fragment of 

pMAL243cRI with the malE-fused ColE2 rep gene was cloned between the Xbal (filled 

with T4 DNA polymerase) and Hindiii sites of pET-21a( +) (Novagen). pETE2+ T7+site 

RIICm [15] was constructed by inserting the BamHI (filled by T4 DNA polymerase) 

fragment with chloramphenicol resistance gene into San site of pET21a-E2Rep+site[10]. 

To construct pACE2H+ T7, the BstEII-Scai fragment of pETE2+ T7+site RIICm 

containing chloramphenicol resistance gene was cloned between the BstEII-Scai sites of 

pACYC177 [13], followed by selfligation after digesting with Pstl and filled with T4 

DNA polymerase, then the EcoRI-Bgln fragment of this plasmid containing the 

chloramphenicol resistance gene was replaced with the EcoRI-Bgln fragment of 

pET21a-E2Rep+site with the Co1E2 rep gene. 

Determination of the molecular weight of Rep in the Rep-Ori complex. A series of 

native polyacrylamide gels (20X20 cm2
) covering a range of 4.5-10% acrylamide 

concentration (29:1 acrylamide:bis-acrylamide) were used to perform EMSA. Prerun 

was done for 15 min in 0.5XTBE buffer. A 38-bp DNA fragment containing the origin 

was obtained by annealing of 34mer Ori1 (5'-

TTAATGAGACCAGATAAGCCTTATCAGATAACAG-3') and Ori2 (5'-

TTCGCTGTTATCTGATAAGGCTTATCTGGTCTCA-3') oligonucleotides and 3' -end 

labeling with [a-32P]dATP and Klenow fragment at room temperature for 30 min. 

Binding reactions were performed with 5 nM 38-bp Ori fragments and 100 nM Rep 

protein in 20 111 of the reaction mixture containing the binding buffer (200 mM Tris-HCl 

pH7.5, 10 mM MgC12, 100 mM KCl, 0.2 mM EDTA, 10% ethylene glycol), 0.04 !!g/!!1 

BSA and 0.02 !!g/!!1 salmon DNA. After 15-min incubation at 25°C, 1 !!I loading buffer 

(10 mM Tris-HCl pH7.5, 0.025% bromophenol blue) was added to 5 111 sample and 
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loaded onto the prerun gel. One 1--1-g of each protein standard (non-denatured molecular 

weight markers, Sigma) was mixed with the same loading buffer and run alongside the 

binding reaction mixture. Electrophoresis was run at 4°C at 420V (constant voltage) 

until the running dye reached 1 em from the bottom of the gel. Then the gel was treated 

as described [16], except that the lane containing the binding reaction mixture was used 

to expose the imaging plate (Fuji) and analyzed by using BAS 1500 (Fuji) and the 

image reader v 1.7J software. The relative mobility (Rf) of the Rep-Ori complex and the 

protein standards were determined by dividing their migration distances from the origin 

of the separating gel to the center of the protein bands by the migration distances of the 

bromphenol blue tracking dye from the origin of the same gel. Some protein standards 

contained more than one band due to the presence of charge isomers, and the Rf of the 

major isomer was used as described (Sigma Technical Bulletin. NO. MKR-137). The 

data were analyzed according to Ferguson [17]. First, a plot of the logarithm of the 

relative mobilities against the percent gel concentrations was constmcted for each 

protein standard and the Rep-Ori complex. The slope of such a curve is the retardation 

coefficient (Kr). From these curves, individual slopes (Kr) were determined for each 

protein and the negative slope was plotted against the molecular weight of each protein 

standard. The resulting linear plot was used to determine the molecular weight of the 

Rep-Ori complex from its negative slope. All the curves were made by using Excel 

software (linear approximation). 

Enzymes and chemicals. Enzymes used were from commercial sources. [a-32P] 

dCTP (3,000 Ci/mmol) and [a-32P] dATP (3,000 Ci/mmol) was obtained from 

Amersham Biosiences. 

Purification of Rep proteins. The proteins were purified from BL21 (DE3) cells 

essentially as described [10], except for the step of expression. Cells were grown for 3 

hr at 37°C in 2 ml terrific broth [9] supplemented with 20 ~g/rnl kanamycin for the cells 

expressing the His-Rep proteins alone, 50 1--1-g/ml ampicillin for those expressing the 

MBP-Rep proteins alone and with 50 ~--tg/ml ampicillin and 20 ~--tg/ml kanarnicin for the 

cells coexpressing the His-Rep and MBP-Rep proteins. The culture was diluted to 1 to 2 

X 107 cells/ml with 50 ml fresh medium, grown at 25°C to 1 X 108 cells/ml and treated 

with 0.4 mM IPTG for additional 4hr. 

EMSA using the fusion Rep proteins. The origin DNA probe used in EMSA was 
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generated by digesting pBlue22+wtori [10] with BssHII and 3'-end labeling with [a-

32P]dCTP and Klenow fragment at room temperature for 30 min. The 230-bp labeled 

BssHII fragment containing the ColE2 origin were purified by PCR purification Kit 

(QIAGEN). Five nM labeled origin DNA fragment was incubated for 15 min at 25°C 

with the crude extracts containing His-Rep, MBP-Rep or His-Rep and MBP-Rep in 27 

f.ll reaction mixtures containing the binding buffer (200 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 10 mM 

MgC12, 100 mM KCl, 0.2 mM EDTA, 10% ethylene glycol), 40 f.lg/ml BSA and 20 

f.lg/ml salmon DNA. Aliquots were loaded onto 8% polyacrylamide-0.5xTBE gels 

(20x20 cm2). Electrophoresis was run at 4°C at 420 V (constant voltage for 40 min. 

DNA was visualized as described above. 
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Results and Discussion 

ColE2 Rep binds to Ori as a monomer 

The ColE2 Rep proteins are present mostly in a dimeric form in solution [14]. We 

sought to determine whether Rep binds as a monomer or as a dimer to its specific site in 

Ori. We used an EMSA-based method [16], which is an adaptation of that of Ferguson 

[17] to determine the molecular weight of the Rep-Ori complex (Fig. 2; for details see 

the experimental procedures). A series of native polyacrylamide gels covering a range of 

acrylarnide concentration of 4.5-10% were used. In non-denaturing gels, mobility is 

influenced by molecular weight, conformation and charge. Ferguson's analysis allows 

the molecular weight of a native protein to be determined indirectly by eletrophoresing 

it, along with a number of standard proteins, on a series of non-denaturing gels of 

different polyacrylamide concentrations. As the ionic conditions are identical in each 

experiment, the decrease in mobility observed as the polyacrylamide concentration is 

increased is due to the sieving effect of the gel and hence is related to the size and shape 

of the native protein but not its charge. Unknown molecular weights can be determined 

based on the changes in mobility. 

First, a plot of the logarithm of the relative mobilities against the percent gel 

concentration is constructed for each protein standard or the Rep-Ori complex (Fig. lA), 

and the negative slopes were determined. Then, the negative slopes were plotted against 

the molecular weights of protein standards (Fig. lB). By using the resulting linear plot 

molecular weight of the Rep-Ori complex was determined to be 66.1 K ( + 0.4 K) from 

its negative slope. Subtracting the contribution of the molecular weight of the origin 

DNA oligonucleotide (38 bp; 24.4 K) provides an estimate of the molecular weight of 

the total Rep protein component in a single Rep-Ori complex, 41.7.K (+0.4 K). The 

molecular weight of the His6-tagged Rep protein used in the experiment is 35 K, and so 

we concluded that Rep binds to Ori as a monomer. 

Analysis of specific Rep-Ori binding by EMSA using the fusion Rep proteins 

To further confirm the conclusion obtained above, the Rep protein fused with either 
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a His6-tag (His-Rep) or a maltose binding protein (MBP-Rep) at the CorN terminal end, 

respectively, was used to perform EMSA. The complex of His-Rep (about35 K) and the 

Ori fragment migrated much faster than that made with MBP-Rep (about 76 K) by 

virtue of its lower molecular weight (Fig. 2, lanes 2 and 3). When various amounts of 

the proteins were used, both His-Rep and MBP-Rep formed single species of the 

protein-DNA complexes with the Ori fragment (data not shown). We extracted total 

proteins from E. coli cells producing His-Rep and MBP-Rep protein, simultaneously. 

After incubation of the crude extract with the Ori fragment, only two complexes 

corresponding to those formed with His-Rep and with MBP-Rep alone were detected 

(Fig. 2, lane 4). No band of an intermediate mobility was seen. We then used the NTA

Ni resin to remove the MBP-Rep proteins from the same cell extract. Only His-Rep and 

heterodimers of His-Rep and MBP-Rep proteins were purified, because MBP-Rep 

protein alone did not specifically bind to the NTA-Ni resin (data not shown). The eluted 

Rep proteins were incubated with the Ori fragment and a similar result (Fig. 2, lane 5) 

was obtained to that using the crude extract (Fig. 2, lane 4). The presence of the 

complex corresponding to that formed with MBP-Rep alone and the absence of the 

complex with an intermediate mobility corresponding to the complex containing the 

heterodimer of His-Rep and MBP-Rep indicated that the heterodimer of MBP-Rep and 

His-Rep was indeed formed but that it did not form a complex with the Ori fragment 

and that MBP-Rep dissociated from the heterodimer formed a complex with the Ori 

fragment. We concluded that both MBP-Rep and His-Rep proteins bind to Ori as a 

monomer and not as a dimer. 

A possible biological significance of the dimer of Rep. 

The Rep proteins of some replicons, such as pPS10 [18], pSC101 [19], F [20] and 

R6K [21] have an important second function. They recognize invertedly repeated 

sequences (operators) which overlap with the promotor of their own coding genes, 

acting as auto-repressors. For pPS 10 [18, 22], pSC101 [23] and F [24] replicons, dimers 

of their Rep proteins bind to the operator sequences, whereas monomers bind to the 

iterons in the origins to initiate replication of DNA. For R6K replicon, not only the 

monomer but also the dimer of Jt protein bind to the iterons [25-28]. The ColE2 Rep 
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proteins are mainly present as dimers in solution [14], while they bind to Ori as 

monomers as decribed above. The ColE2 Rep protein does not seem to function as a 

repressor of trascription of its own coding gene, as only very faint affinity, if any, of Rep 

and the DNA fragment containing the promoter region of the rep gene was detected 

even in the presence of excess Rep proteins (data not shown). The copy number of the 

ColE2 plasmid is regulated by plasmid-coded antisence RNA against the rep mRNA, 

which maintained a constant level of expression of the ColE2 Rep protein in the host 

cells at a post-transcriptional step [29-31]. But this mechanism alone might not be able 

to respond rapidly to sudden variation in the concentration of Rep. We propose here the 

efficient dimerization of Rep might be involved in keeping the copy number of the 

ColE2 plasmid at the normal level by limiting the amount of the active monomeric form 

of Rep in the cell. 
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Figure legends. 

Fig. 1. Determination of the molecular weight of Rep-Ori complex. (A) Calibration 

curves. Logarithm of relative mobility (Rr) plotted against percentage acrylamide. 

Showing the relationship between mobility of each species and the gel concentration: a.

lactalbumin (+ ); Carbonic Anhydrase (• ); Albumin, egg (• ); BSA, monomer (& ); 

BSA, dimer (X); BSA, trimer (;K ); Rep-Ori complex(+). The negative slope of each 

protein standard and Rep-Ori complex were determined. (B) The negative slope of each 

line in (A) plotted against the molecular weight of standards: 1, a.-lactalbumin, 14.2 K; 

2, Carbonic Anhydrase, 29 K; 3, Albumin, egg, 45 K; 4, BSA, monomer, 66 K; 5, BSA, 

dimer, 132 K; 6, BSA, trimer, 198 K. The resulting line of plot was used to determine 

the molecular weight of Rep-Ori complex (•) from its negative slope. 

Fig. 2. Specific Rep-Ori binding with MBP-Rep and His-Rep. Crude cell extracts or 

purified proteins were incubated with the origin DNA fragments. Lane 1, no protein; 

lanes 2-4, crude extracts of E.coli cells with pACE2H+ T7 producing the His-Rep 

proteins (lane 2), with pETmal243 producing the MBP-Rep proteins (lane 3), and with 

both plasmids producing the MBP-Rep and His-Rep proteins simultaneously (lane 4); 

lane 5, purified proteins (by NTA-Ni resins) using the same crude extract used for lane 

4. 
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III. Characterization of Specific Interaction between the Initiator 

Protein (Rep) and Origin of Plasmid Co1E2-P9 
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ABSTRACT 

The replication initiator protein (Rep) of plasmid Co1E2-P9 (ColE2) is 

multifunctional. We are interested in how Rep binds to the origin (Ori) to perform 

various functions. We used the wild type and variants of Rep to study Rep-Ori 

interaction by both in vitro and in vivo approaches, including biochemical analyses of 

protein-DNA interaction and in vivo replication assay. We identified three regions (I, II 

and Ill) of Rep located in the C terminal half and corresponding three binding sites (1, II 

and Ill) in Ori important for Rep-Ori interaction. We showed that region I containing a 

putative HTH motif is necessary and sufficient for the specific Ori recognition, 

interacting with site I of the origin DNA from the major groove. Region li interacts with 

site li of the origin DNA from the adjacent minor groove in the left half of Ori and 

region lll interacts with site III next to the template sequence for the primer synthesis, 

which is one and a half turn apart from site I on the opposite surface of the origin DNA. 

A putative linker region located between the two DNA binding domains (regions II and 

Ill) was identified, which might provide Rep an extended conformation suitable for 

binding to the two separate sites in Ori. Based on the results presented in this paper, we 

propose a model for Rep-Ori interaction, in which Rep binds to Ori as a monomer. 
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INTRODUCTION 

DNA replication is a universal process for transmission of genetic information in all 

organisms. In the classic replicon model (15), initiation of DNA replication requires a cis

acting DNA sequence (the replicator) and a trans-acting factor (the initiator) that binds to the 

replicator, which is now called the origin (of replication). The origin-bound initiators melt the 

duplex DNA strands in a region adjacent to the origin to form an open complex (5, 10, 21). 

Then, the initiators introduce other replication proteins like the helicase, primase and DNA 

polymerase into the open complex to form the replisome. Among various initiators, the DnaA 

protein of Escherichia coli is the best characterized (16). Its ATP-bound form binds as a 

monomer specifically to each of the four asymmetric 9-bp consensus sequences (5'

TTA/TTNCACA) or its closely related sequences, the DnaA boxes in the origin (OriC). These 

ATP-bound DnaA proteins oligomerize with additional ATP-bound DnaA proteins to form a 

large nucleoprotein structure containing 20-40 DnaA proteins, which induces local unwinding 

of the AT-rich region adjacent to OriC. The DnaA proteins act as a replisome organizer for the 

subsequent loading of proteins required for the replication process (26). 

In most plasmid replicons, initiation of plasmid replication requires plasmid-encoded 

initiator proteins, called Rep (5). The crystal structure of the RepE initiator protein of plasmid 

F was solved as the first three-dimensional structure of a prokaryotic initiator protein (20). 

The RepE protein consists of topologically similar N- and C- terminal domains related to each 

other by internal pseudo 2-fold symmetry. By using HTH DNA binding motifs, the two 

domains bind to two consecutive major grooves on one face of the DNA helix of each of the 

19-bp directly repeated sequences (the iterons) in the origin. The amino acid sequence 

homology between the RepE protein and some other plasmid initiator proteins, such as those 

of pPS10 and pSC101 suggested that those proteins might bind to their iterons similarly (20). 

Although the P1 RepA protein can not be aligned due to its poor sequence homology with the 

RepE protein, the molecular modeling suggested that it is also structurally similar to the class 

of plasmid initiator proteins to which the RepE protein belongs (31). The replication initiation 

of these iteron plasmids involves binding of the plasmid encoded initiator proteins to the 

iterons and form an open complex at their cognate origins to recruit the replisome (5, 17). 
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The plasmid Co1E2-P9 (ColE2) is a circular duplex DNA molecule of about 7 kb (11). It is 

present at about 10 to 15 copies per host chromosome (1, 13). The initiator protein (Rep; 35 

kDa) of plasmid Co1E2 is the only plasmid-specified trans-acting factor required for the 

initiation of plasmid replication (18, 19, 40). Initiation of plasmid replication also requires 

host DNA polymerase I (14, 34), but not RNA polymerase and DnaG primase (14, 35). The 

minimal cis-acting region, the origin (Ori; Fig. 1A), required for Co1E2 DNA replication 

consists of 31 bp (38). The ColE2 Rep protein binds specifically to Ori DNA, as revealed by a 

filter binding assay (18) and by an electrophoresis mobility shift assay (EMSA) (38). In an in 

vitro ColE2 DNA replication system with crude extracts of Escherichia coli, Co1E2 DNA 

replication starts at a unique site in Ori and proceeds unidirectionally (14, 35). The Co1E2 Rep 

protein is unique among other initiator proteins in that it is also a plasmid-specific primase. It 

synthesizes a 3-nucleotide primer RNA which has a unique structure of 5' ppApGpA (36). 

Host DNA polymerase I specifically uses the primer RNA to start DNA synthesis, and then 

form aD-loop structure, into which various replication proteins of E. coli like DnaB helicase, 

DnaG primase and DNA polymerase III holoenzyme, are introduced to continue replication of 

Co1E2DNA. 

The Co1E2 Rep protein has a potential HTH DNA binding motif based on amino acid 

sequence homology to some known E. coli DNA binding proteins (12). Comparative studies 

on the replication of plasmid ColE2 and its close relative, plasmid ColE3-CA38, have shown 

that interaction of the Rep proteins with the origins of these two plasmids is plasmid-specific, 

although both of their Rep proteins and origins show a high degree of similarity. By using 

chimeric rep genes and chimeric origins, the two regions (A and B) in the C-terminal regions 

of the Rep proteins and the two sites (a and ~)in the origins important for the determination 

of plasmid-specificity were identified (Fig. 1A and C; 32). The region B in the C-terminal 

region of Rep corresponding to the second recognition helix of a potential HTH DNA binding 

motif ( 12) was proposed to be a part of the sequence-specific DNA binding domain, and 

region A might be a linker connecting two domains in Rep involved in DNA binding (32). 

Mutation analyses (38) have revealed that Ori may be divided into three subregions (I, II 

and III). Subregion I is important for stable binding of Rep and contains site ~· Subregion II is 
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important for binding of Rep and for initiation of DNA replication and contains site a .. 

Subregion III is important for DNA replication but apparently not for binding of Rep and 

contains the site where the primer is synthesized. It has also been suggested that there are 

three Rep binding elements in Ori, one (site a) in subregion I and two (sites band c) in 

subregion II. 

Detailed analysis of the binding property of ColE2 Rep and Ori is an important 

prerequisite to investigate the following steps after Rep binding to Ori, such as the formation 

of the open complex and primer synthesis, providing insights into the mechanism of initiation 

of ColE2 DNA replication. In this paper we used the electrophoresis mobility shift assay 

(EMSA) and dimethyl sulfate (DMS) protection assay to characterize the interaction of Rep 

and Ori. We identified three regions in Rep involved in Ori binding and corresponding three 

binding sites in Ori. We propose a model for the mode of the ColE2 Rep-Ori binding. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Strains and plasmids. The E. coli strains used wereAG1recAJ (12) and BL21(DE3) 

(Novagen). The plasmids used have been described elsewhere (3, 13, 27, 32, 38, 40), except 

for those described below. 

Construction ofplasmids expressing Rep fragments. The plasmid, pET21a-E2Rep 

+site (38) is a derivative of pET21a( +) (Novagen) carrying the ColE2 rep gene, in which two 

new EndoR cleavage sites (Sacii and Sall) were generated without any changes in the amino 

acid residues. Plasmid pACYC177 (3) was digested with Drai, followed by selfligation to 

construct pACYC177dAp, in which the ~-lactamase gene was inactivated. To construct 

pHME2Rep+Km, the entire pACYC177dAp cleaved with BstBI was inserted at the BstBI site 

of pET21a-E2Rep+site located in the region encoding the C-terminal one third of the Rep 

protein. To construct pHMC132, the 4.12-kb EcoRI (filled with T4 DNA polymerase)-Bglii 

fragment ofpHME2Rep+Km containing pACYC177dAp and portions of the ColE2 rep gene 

was replaced with the PCR fragments (amplified with oligonucleotides KM3F and KM3R) 

digested with Bglii enzyme. The construction of pHMC94, pHMC62 and pHMC37 was as 

described for pHMC132 except for the oligonucleotides used for amplification of the PCR 

fragments (d203 and KM3R for pHMC94, d236 and KM3R for pHMC62, and d260 and 

KM3R for pHMC37). Plasmid pHMC274 was constructed by digesting pEfa21-E2Rep+site 

with EcoRI and Spll, followed by filling with T4 DNA polymerase and selfligation. To 

construct pHMC169, the BamHI (filled with T4 DNA polymerase)-Bglii fragment of 

pHME2Rep+Km containing pACYC177dAp and portions of the ColE2 rep gene was 

replaced with the RCP fragment (amplified with oligonucleotides KM2F and KM2R) digested 

with Mboi (filled with T4 DNA polymerase) and Bsp119I. To construct pETE2RepC117 (23) 

pET21a-E2Rep+site was digested with EcoRI and Asuii, followed by filling with Klenow 

fragment and selfligation. To construct pHMC45, the EcoRI (filled with T4 DNA 

polymerase)-Bglii fragment ofpHME2Rep+Km containing pACYC177dAp and portions of 

the Co1E2 rep gene was replaced with the PCR fragment (amplified with oligonucleotides 

KM3F and KM3R) digested with Xhoi (filled with T4 DNA polymerase) and Bglii. 
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Construction of plasmids expressing mutant Rep proteins with single amino acid 

substitutions. To introduce single amino acid substitutions in the C terminal half of the Rep 

protein, the PCR in the presence of MnC12 was performed in a reaction mixture (20 ~-tl) 

containing 0.02 J.tg of the template DNA (pETa21-E2Rep+site), 10 pmol each of 

oligonucleotides KM3F and KM3R, 0.5 units Gene Taq DNA polymerase (Wako), 1 ~-tl of 

10xGene Taq buffer, 0.2 mM each of 4dNTPs and 0.35 mM MnC12• Amplification was done 

through 30 cycles of denaturation (94°C 1 min), annealing (55°C 40 sec), and polymerization 

(72°C 30 sec). The PCR fragments digested with San and Bgni were inserted between the 

San and Bgni sites of pHME2Rep+Km and the nucleotide sequences of the PCR-amplified 

portions of the resultant plasmids were determined to identify single amino acid substitutions 

in the Rep proteins encoded by the mutant plasmids. In some cases in vivo replication activity 

(see below) of the resultant plasmids was measured before sequencing to screen the mutant 

Rep proteins defective in replication. The plasmid carrying the mutant rep gene encoding 

RepAC20 protein was among them. The mutagenic oligonucleotide KA1 (Table 1) and 

oligonucleotide KM3F were used to construct plasmids producing the mutant Rep proteins 

RepT284W and RepR287Q. 

Construction of other plasmids. The 1.5-kb BamHI-Bgni fragment of pEC22X43 (13), 

containing the ColE2 rep gene with an Xbal linker inserted in the RNAI-coding region, and 

the 2.1-kb BamHI-Bgni fragment of pTI20 (40), containing the ColE1 replicon and the {3-

lactamase gene, were ligated to construct pTI243+. The 2.4-kb EcoRI-Dral fragment of 

pTI243+, containing the ColE1 replicon and the Co1E2 rep gene, and the 1.4-kb EcoRI-Smal 

segment of pKC7 (27) containing the kanamycin resistance gene, were ligated to construct 

pTIK243+. The 252-bp EcoRI-EcoRV fragment of pTI51dr8 (38) and the 258-bp EcoRI

EcoRV fragment of pTI51dr4 (38) were cloned between the EcoRI and EcoRV sites of 

pBluescript KS+, followed by digestion with Nhel and Xhol and by selfligation to construct 

pHMdr8 and pHMdr4, respectively. The 419-bp EcoRI-Hindlll fragment of pTI51dr56 (38) 

was cloned between the EcoRI-Hindiii sites of pBluescript KS+, then digested with Nhei and 

Xhol, followed by selfligation to construct pHM dr56. 

Media, enzymes, and chemicals. The media used have been described elsewhere (13). 
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Chemicals, enzymes and antibiotics used were from commercial sources. [a-32P] dCTP (3,000 

Ci/mmol) was obtained from Amersham Biosiences. Oligonucleotides used for mutagenesis 

were obtained from Pharmacia and are listed in Table 1. 

In vivo replication assay. Derivatives of pETa21-E2Rep+site producing the mutant Rep 

proteins with single amino acid substitutions or pETa21-E2Rep+site (as a positive control) 

were introduced into E. coli AG 1 cells carrying pTIK243+ and pEC22s (32) with the 

chloramphenicol resistant gene and the Co1E2 origin. Cells were plated onto a LB agar plate 

containing ampicillin (50 J.!g/ml). After incubation for 14 hr at 37°C, 20 colonies selected 

randomly were transferred to a new LB agar plate containing ampicillin and incubated for 14 

hr at 37°C. Cells grown from each colony were transferred to three new LB agar plates 

containing ampicillin (50 J.!g/ml) and kanamycin (20 J.!g/ml), ampicillin (50 ~tg/ml) and 

chloramphenicol (20 J.!g/ml), and ampicillin only, and incubated for 14 hr at 37°C. During the 

incubation only with ampicillin, pTIK243+ (containing a ColE1 replicon) were excluded from 

cells by pET21a+E2Rep+site (containing a pBR322 replicon) or its derivatives due to 

unidirectional incompatibility (9, 37). Growth or no growth of cells on the plates containing 

ampicillin and chloramphenicol indicates whether the mutant Rep proteins produced by 

pET21a+E2Rep+site derivatives retain the replication activity or not. 

Purification of Rep protein. The ColE2 Rep protein, its fragments and mutant Rep 

proteins with a His6-tag at the C-terminus were purified from BL21 (DE3) cells carrying 

derivatives of pET21a( +) producing these peptides essentially as described (38), except for 

the step of expression of the peptides. Cells were grown for 3 hr at 37°C in a 2 m1 of terrific 

broth (35) supplemented with 50 J.!g/ml ampicillin. The culture was diluted to 1 to 2 X 107 

cells/ml with 50 m1 fresh medium, grown at 25°C to 1 X 108 cells/ml and treated with 0.4 mM 

IPTG for another 4hr. The protein concentration was determined by the method of BCA (33). 

Bovine serum albumin (BSA) was used as a standard. The amount of the overexpressed wild 

type Rep protein in the whole cell lysate was about 20% of the total E. coli proteins, and the 

soluble Rep protein in the supernatant of high speed centrifugation was about 10 to 20% of 

the total Rep protein. Most of the Rep fragments showed better solubility than the intact Rep 

and more than 50% of the total amounts were in the supernatant fractions, except for 
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RepC274 or RepC94 whose solubility was similar to or lower (about 10%) than that of the 

wild type Rep protein, respectively. The solubility of the overexpressed mutant Rep proteins 

were approximately similar to that of the wild type Rep protein. 

EMSA. The origin DNA probe used in the electrophoresis mobility shift assay was 

generated by digesting pBlue22+wtori (38) with BssHIJ and 3'-end labeling with [a.-32P]dCTP 

and Klenow fragment at room temperature for 30 min. The 230-bp labeled BssHII fragment 

containing the Co1E2 origin and another 83-bp BssHIJ fragment without the Co1E2 origin (as 

a negative control) were purified by PCR purification Kit (QIAGEN). Five nM labeled origin 

DNA fragment was incubated for 15 min at room temperature with the wild type or mutant 

Rep proteins (up to 500 nM) in 27 Jll reaction mixtures containing the binding buffer (200 

mM Tris-HCI pH 7.5, 10 rnM MgC12, 100 mM KCl, 0.2 rnM EDTA, 10% ethylene glycol), 40 

J-tglml BSA and 20 J-tglml salmon DNA. Aliquots were loaded onto 8% polyacrylamide-

0.5xTBE gels (20x20 cm2
). Electrophoresis was run at 4°C at 420 V (constant voltage). DNA 

was visualized by using Fuji BAS1500 phosphorimager and image reader v 1.7J software. 

Western blot analysis. BL21 (DE3) cells carrying derivatives of pET21a+E2Rep+site 

producing mutant Rep proteins with a single amino acid substitution were grown to the 

stationary phase in the absence ofiPTG and washed in buffer (1 mM N~HP04, 1 rnM 

NaH2P04, 1 M NaCl, 20 rnM imidazole and 0.5% tween20). Proteins in the whole cell 

extracts were separated on 15% SDS-PAGE and detected by staining with Coomassie brilliant 

blue. Samples for Western blotting were separated in parallel on another 15% SDS-PAGE and 

proteins were transferred to a polyvinyliden difluoride sheet (PVDF; Atto). The sheet was 

treated with the anti-T7 tag antibody (Novagen) at a 1:8000 dilution for lh and then with 

NBT/BCIP (Roche) at room temperature as recommended by the supplier (Novagen manual). 

Dimethyl sulfate footprinting on supercolled plasmid. The wild type or mutant Rep 

proteins (up to 400 nM) were allowed to bind to 0.2 pmol supercoiled DNA of pBlue22+wtori 

in the binding buffer (54 J!l) used in EMSA for 10 min at room temperature. Modification 

reactions were started by precisely adding 1.1 Jll of pure DMS (Sigma) at a final 

concentration of 200 rnM and incubated at room temperature. Reactions were stopped exactly 

after 3 min by adding 110-J-tl stop solution (1M ~-mercaptoethanol, 20 rnM EDTA) and DMS 
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was thoroughly eliminated by ethanol precipitation. 

Primer extension. Modified plasmid DNA molecules treated with DMS were redissolved 

in 15 111 of distilled Water (miliQ). Primer extension was performed in a 10-J.ll reaction 

mixture containing 0.1 pmol plasmid DNA, 0.5 units of EX Taq (TAKARA), 1J.1l of 10xEX 

Taq buffer, 0.25 mM each of 4dNTPs, 1 pmol each of FITC-labeled M13 reverse primer (5'-f 

GGAAACAGCTATGACCA-3') or M13-20 primer (5'-f GTAAAACGACGGCCAGT-3'). 

Amplification was done through 36 cycles of denaturation (95°C 1 min), annealing (50°C 1 

min) and polymerization (72°C 1 min). The DNA molecules were purified by ethanol 

precipitation, disolved in 2 111 of loading dye solution and heated at 90°C for 2 min. Samples 

were loaded on a 8% polyacrylamide-urea sequencing gel and run in 1.2xTBE buffer (108 

mM Tris-HCl, 2.4 mM EDTA-2Na, 108 mM boric acid, pH 8.3) for 8 hr (DSQ 1000, DNA 

sequencer; Shimadzu). The nucleotides modified by DMS were precisely localized by 

comparison with dideoxy-sequencing ladders obtained on unmodified pBlue22+wtori plasmid 

using the same primer used for primer extension and run side by side. 
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RESULTS 

Analysis of the specific Rep-Ori binding by EMSA. In order to identify the regions in 

Rep important for Ori recognition and binding, we constructed a series of partial Rep 

fragments lacking either the N terminal portions or the C terminal portions and the mutant 

Rep proteins with single amino acid substitutions (Fig. lB and C). The selection of end points 

in partial Rep fragments were made with reference to the result of the secondary structure 

prediction (Psi-Pred) of Rep (Fig. lC). 

We then compared the Ori binding activity of the intact Rep protein and its partial 

fragments by EMSA (Fig. 2A). The wild type Rep protein bound specifically to Ori sequence, 

as reported previously (38). All of the Rep fragments including RepC117 (23) also bound 

specifically to Ori. This indicated that they folded properly to form the sequence-specific 

DNA binding domains (DBDs). Note that detailed comparison of the binding affinity of the 

intact Rep protein and the partial fragments is difficult, as we do not know the ratios of the 

active forms of these proteins in the soluble fractions. RepC37 consisting of the C terminal37 

amino acids of the Rep protein with a putative HTH DNA binding motif (positions 261 to 2g"!, 

Fig. lC) bound to Ori specifically (Fig. 2A). This suggested that the putative HTH motif 

alone is probably sufficient for the sequence specific binding to Ori. 

To show further the importance of the putative HTH motif in the specific recognition of 

Ori, we used a deletion mutant Rep protein named RepL\C20 lacking the C termina120-

amino-acid region of Rep containing the second recognition helix of the putative HTH motif 

(Fig. lC).lt failed to form a complex with Ori DNA (Fig. 2B), indicating that it can not bind 

to Ori specifically. This result suggested that the second helix of the putative HTH motif is 

critical to the specific Ori DNA recognition. We further used four mutant Rep proteins with 

single-amino-acid substitutions in the second helix of the putative HTH motif at positions 284, 

285,286 and 287 (Fig. lC) and examined their Ori binding activity by EMSA (Fig. 2C and D). 

All of them were defective, showing the importance of these amino acids. All these results 

also suggested that the second helix of the putative HTH motif is critical to the specific Ori 

DNA recognition and these four amino acid residues may be involved directly in the specific 
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recognition. All these mutant Rep proteins and RepAC20 lost the in vivo activity to initiate 

DNA replication at Ori (measured by the method described in Materials and Methods). 

Substitutions or deletion of amino acids at the C terminal region might have reduced or 

abolished the stability of the mutant Rep proteins. To exclude the possibility, the expression of 

the T7-tagged wild type and mutant Rep proteins in uninduced E. coli cells was detected by 

using the anti-T7 tag antibody (Fig. 3B), as the Rep proteins were invisible by dye-staining 

(Fig. 3A). The amounts of the mutant Rep proteins in uninduced E. coli extracts were 

approximately similar to that of the wild type Rep. This suggested that all the mutant Rep 

proteins were as stable as the wild type Rep protein and that the defects of the mutant Rep 

proteins in initiation of in vivo DNA replication were not due to the absence of these proteins 

in vivo. 

DMS protection assay to identify the Rep contact sites in Ori and additional domains 

in Rep involved in the Ori binding. As it is difficult to examine detailed properties of the 

Rep-Ori interaction and to identify other DNA binding domains in Rep besides the putative 

HTH motif in the C terminal region by using EMSA, we performed dimethyl sulfate (DMS) 

protection assay for further analyses. DMS methylates the N7 position of guanine from the 

major groove and the N3 position of adenine from the minor groove on dsDNA substrates 

(24). Adenine residues are less reactive to DMS than guanine residues (and therefore the 

intensities of signals at A residues in the DMS footprints are usually lower than those at G 

residues). On ssDNA, it modifies the Nl position of adenine and, to a lesser extent, the N3 

position of cytosine (25). We treated supercoiled plasmid DNA molecules containing Ori with 

DMS in the presence or absence of Rep and various Rep fragments and modified residues in 

the Ori sequence were mapped by primer extension (Fig. 4). 

Binding of the intact ColE2 Rep protein to Ori resulted in the protection of some bases at 

or close to the three sites (I, II and III in Fig. 4A). In site I, Gat position 6 (6G) on the top 

strand and lOG and llG on the bottom strand were protected. In addition, 5T, 7A and 8G on 

the top strand and 9T and 12T on the bottom strand seemed to be protected. In site II, 14A, 

16A and 17A on the top strand were significantly protected. In site III, 24A and 25G on the 

bottom strand were protected. These results indicated that Rep interacts with those bases in 
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sites I and III of Ori from the major grooves and with those in site II from the minor groove 

based on the specificity of DMS modification. Sites I and II are located adjacent to each other 

roughly on one surface of dsDNA in the left half of Ori and site III on the opposite surface 

next to the primer sequence. 

Stimulation of DMS modification was detected at 12A and 18G on the top strand and 19G 

on the bottom strand. These bases are located at the boundary between sites I and II and just 

outside of site II, suggesting some distortion of dsDNA upon binding of Rep. In site III, 

modification at 25C on the top strand was greatly stimulated and modification at neighboring 

positions (23A, 24T, 26A, 27G, 28A and 29T) on the top strand was also stimulated. 

Stimulation at 28A was very weak in the result shown (Fig. 4A). These bases in site III are all 

on the strand complementary to the template strand for the primer synthesis, suggesting 

possible distortion or opening of dsDNA in site III of Ori upon binding of Rep. Such a 

conformational change of dsDNA might be required for the primer synthesis by Rep. 

Protection at 6G on the top strand and at 1 OG, 11 G and 25G on the bottom strand and 

stimulation at 27G are consistent with the results obtained by using the Rep protein without 

the His6-tag and linear Ori DNA (22). 

Very similar results (Fig. 4B) were obtained with RepC132 (Fig. 1) as compared with the 

intact Rep protein. These results suggested that the C-terminal region of Rep with 132 

residues is sufficient for interaction with all the three sites in Ori and that theN-terminal 

region is unnecessary for the specific Ori DNA binding. Rep C132 is also capable of inducing 

a conformational change of dsDNA at and around site III. RepC37 containing the putative 

HTH motif alone was capable of apparently very weak binding to Ori specifically as shown 

by EMSA (Fig. 2A). In fact, we were able to detect a very faint protection in a part of site I in 

the presence of far excess amounts of RepC37 over Ori in the DMS protection assay (data not 

shown), suggesting that the interaction between the putative HTH motif alone with Ori was 

very unstable. On the other hand, when RepC45 containing an additional8 amino acids absent 

in RepC37 was used in the DMS protection assay, the bases in site I were clearly protected 

(Fig. 4C). The additional amino acids in RepC45 seemed to stabilize the binding of the 

putative HTH motif to Ori. Based upon the results of EMSA and those of DMS protection 
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assays, we propose that the region from positions 261 to 297 in Rep {region I) contains a 

DBD, which recognizes and binds to site I of Ori. 

To identify the region in Rep involved in binding to site II, we used RepC62, which 

contains additional 16 amino acids at theN terminus of RepC45 {Fig. 1). The additional 

region contains region A of Rep involved in determining the specificity of the Rep-Ori 

binding in plasmids ColE2-P9 and ColE3-CA38 (32). RepC62 showed a clear protection at 

the bases in site II {Fig. 4D). This suggested that the stable binding of Rep to site II of Ori 

requires the amino acid residues of positions 236 to 252. We propose that the second binding 

domain is located to the right of position 236 and down to around position 260 in Rep 

(region II) making a contact with the Ori DNA from the minor groove. A closer look at the 

results of RepC62 revealed weak but significant stimulation at 24A and 25G in site III on the 

bottom strand by binding of RepC62 (Fig. 4D). This suggested that the binding of RepC62 to 

the sites I and II induced destabilization of dsDNA in site III approximately one tum apart. 

The results presented above also allowed us to narrow the region in Rep containing the 

DNA binding domain interacting with site III of Ori, which is to the right of position 166 

(tentative region III). To further delimit the region containing the third domain, we used two 

additional deletion Rep proteins with the deletion end points to the right of position 166, 

namely RepC94 and RepC117 (Fig. 1). The result with RepC94 was essentially similar to that 

with RepC62, except that an additional residue (20G) on the bottom strand between sites II 

and III was protected (Fig. 4E). This might result from interaction of the additional amino 

acids in RepC94 with the Ori DNA. RepC117 was capable of binding to site III in addition to 

the sites I and II and also of inducing a conformational change of dsDNA in and around site 

III {Fig. 4F), although the interaction with site III was weaker than RepC132 and the wild 

type Rep. This suggested that the region binding to site III of Ori is present to the right of 

position 180, and the presence of the region from position 166 to 180 stabilizes the interaction 

of Rep to the site III of Ori. A notable amino acid sequence GLGRN is present in this region 

(Fig. 1C), in which the first G and sequence GRN are strictly conserved in the Rep proteins of 

the Co1E2-related plasmids (12). We constructed mutant Rep proteins with amino acid 

substitutions at these positions (G172E, G174W, R175Q, N176D) by random mutagenesis 
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using Mn2+PCR. All these mutant Rep proteins were defective in initiating in vivo plasmid 

ColE2 DNA replication (data not shown), indicating the importance of the conserved residues 

(G-GRN) for the activity of Rep. The binding affinity of RepN176D to the Ori DNA was 

apparently similar to that of the intact Rep as examined by EMSA (Fig. 5A). The result of 

DMS protection assay using RepN176D (Fig. 5B) was similar to that using the wild type Rep 

or RepC132 (see Fig. 4Al and Bl), except that the protection of the bases on the bottom 

strand at site III by RepN176D was hardly detectable. Note that the modification of bases on 

the bottom strand at site III of Ori was stimulated, when site III was not bound by Rep, as 

observed with RepC94 and RepC62 (Fig. 4D and E). RepN176D was also fully capable of 

inducing a conformational change of dsDNA at and around site III as revealed by stimulation 

of modification of bases by DMS on the top strand at site III. These results supported the 

notion that the presence of the region (positions 166 to 180) containing position 176 stabilizes 

the interaction of Rep with site III of Ori. Weaker protection on the bottom strand and 

stronger stimulation of some bases on the top strand at site III by RepN176D than by 

RepC 117 (compare Fig. 5B and Fig. 4F1) might result from the presence of some region in 

the remaining N terminal half of Rep absent from RepC 117 which further induces 

conformational change of dsDNA at and around site III of Ori. 

A potential linker region connecting the binding domains of Rep. In order to analyze 

the structures and functions of various regions of Rep, we constructed mutant Rep proteins 

with single amino acid substitutions all through from the N terminus to the C terminus by 

random mutagenesis and tested their replication activity (details to be described elsewhere). 

We obtained many mutant Rep proteins defective in replication activity, which were located in 

the regions important for the origin binding (Fig. 1 C). These amino acids seem to be involved 

directly in the origin binding activity of Rep or in formation of the proper structures of these 

regions. On the other hand, we noticed a region (around positions 191 to 211), where almost 

all the mutant Rep proteins obtained (14 mutants at 13 positions) retained the full replication 

activity, although in some of them the properties of amino acids were significantly changed by 

mutations (Fig. 1C). These results suggested that the original amino acid sequence in this 

region is not important for the Rep activity. We propose that this region might function as a 
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linker connecting the two regions (domains) of Rep involved in the Ori binding. Furthermore, 

RepC94 with a deletion end in the putative linker region protected the residue (20G) on the 

bottom strand between sites II and III (Fig. 4E), suggesting a possibility that the putative 

linker region crosses over the major groove between sites II and III. The presence of a 

putative linker region (around positions 190 to 211) further delimits region III containing the 

third DBD between positions 166 and 190. 

Interaction of region III of Rep with site III of Ori. To further analyze the interaction of 

region III of Rep with site III of Ori, we used a deletion mutant origin (0ridr8; Fig. 1A and 

Table 2) lacking site III in EMSA (Fig. 6A). RepC132 bound to Oridr8 much less efficiently 

than to the intact origin (Fig. 6A, lane 3 and 2). RepC117, however, bound to Oridr8 and the 

intact origin roughly with a similar affinity, which might be due to unstable binding of 

RepC117 to site III of Ori. The DMS protection assay revealed that RepC117 interacted with 

Oridr8 much less efficiently than with the intact origin (data not shown). In contrast to the 

protection signals at three sites of the intact origin (see Fig. 4F), only site I of Oridr8 was 

protected weakly. Both RepC94 and RepC62 bound to the intact origin and Oridr8 with a 

similar affinity (Fig. 6A). Note that they protected only sites I and II of Ori in DMS protection 

assay (Fig. 4D and E). These results suggested a possibility that region III of Rep form an 

independent functional binding domain and interacts with site III of Ori. The results with 

RepC94 and RepC62 suggested that when region III of Rep is missing, the interaction of the 

deletion Rep proteins with the sites I and II of Ori is not affected by the presence or absence 

of site III. The additional amino acid sequence in RepC117 might interfere with the 

interaction of regions I and II of Rep with sites I and II of Ori, when site III of Ori is missing. 

The sequence to the right of the site III of the minimal region of Ori. The deletion 

mutants of Ori lacking the sequence to the right of site III (Oridr56 and Oridr4) failed to 

initiate DNA replication (38). Nevertheless they retained similar and slightly weaker IncB 

activity as compared with the intact origin, suggesting that these two deletion origins are 

capable of binding to Rep as efficiently as the intact origin. We do not know, however, 

whether they interact with Rep in the same mode as that of the intact origin, and some 

difference in the binding mode could affect the initiation of DNA replication at the origin. To 
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address this problem, we used RepC132 having a similar binding activity to that of the intact 

Rep protein (Fig. 4A and B) but showing higher solubility (data not shown) and supercoiled 

plasmid DNA containing Oridr56 and Oridr4 in DMS protection assays (Fig. 5C and D). Both 

of them gave similar results to that of the intact origin DNA (see Fig. 4Bl). Namely three 

sites (I, II and III) were protected and a conformational change of dsDNA at and around site 

III was detected. These results suggested that the sequence to the right of site III of Ori does 

not affect the binding mode of Rep and Ori and we propose that the sequence to right of site 

III is essential for the initiation of replication after the step of binding of Rep to Ori. The 

nucleotides 26T and 27G on the bottom strand next to site III of Oridr4 were also strongly 

modified by DMS, due to the presence of G instead of C at position 27. This guanine residue 

along with the neighboring thymine residue was protected by the binding of RepC132, 

supporting the notion that Rep interacts with site III of the origin DNA from the major 

groove. 
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DISCUSSION 

We identified three regions in the C terminal region of Rep important for the Rep-Ori 

interaction, two of them (regions I and II) interact with the origin DNA from the adjacent 

major (site I) and minor (site II) grooves in the left half of Ori and the remaining region III 

interacts with site III next to the template sequence for the primer synthesis from the major 

groove, which is one and a half turn apart from site I on the opposite surface of the origin 

DNA (Fig. 7A and B). We propose that the interaction of region III of Rep with site III of Ori 

positions the primase domain in theN terminal region of Rep properly on the primer template. 

Sites I, II and III identified by the DMS protection assay are included within the three Rep 

protein binding elements (sites a, band c, respectively) proposed by in vivo analyses of 

mutant origins with deletions and single-base-pair substitutions (38). We also identified a 

potential linker region located between regions II and III of Rep by the mutation analysis, 

which is proposed to cross over the major groove between sites II and III of Ori. Region I of 

Rep containing a potential HTH motif based on amino acid sequence homology to known E. 

coli DNA binding proteins is located at the C-terminus of Rep. We showed here that the 

region is essential for the specific binding of Rep to Ori. How regions II and III of Rep bind to 

Ori is yet unclear. 

We found that ColE2 Rep protein has sequence homology and secondary structure 

similarity with the yo resolvase (39), based on the alignment analysis (Fig 8A). Only the C 

terminal regions of these proteins were shown here. Although the entire sequence homology 

was very low, the binding regions I and II of the ColE2 Rep protein showed homology with 

the residues within the HTH motif and the extended arm region of the yo resolvase important 

for the binding to the site I of the res DNA. The crystal structure of the yo resolvase dimer 

complexed with the 34-bp site I DNA has been determined (39). Each yo resolvase monomer 

has anN-terminal catalytic domain (positions 1-120), a 3-helix-bundle C-terminal DNA

binding domain (positions 148-183) that binds specifically to the recognition sequence from 

the major groove, and an extended arm region (positions 121-147) that connects the two 

domains and interacts with DNA from the adjacent minor groove. The arm region contains an 

extended turn and a helix. It is worth mentioning that the left half region of the res DNA site I 
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has a sequence similarity to the left half region of the plasmid ColE2 origin (Fig. 8B). An 

intriguing possibility is that the C-terminal DNA binding domains of the ColE2 Rep protein 

(region I containing a putative H-T-H motif and region II containing a turn and an a helix 

based on the secondary structure prediction) might adopt DNA-binding modes related to those 

of the monomer of the y6 resolvase (a 3-helix-bundle DBD and an extended arm region). A 

GRK sequence in the turn region (extended turn region) of the y6 resolvase is also found in 

the putative turn region of Co1E2 Rep (Fig. 8A). G and R are directly involved in binding to 

the res DNA site I from the minor groove. Similarly the GRK sequence in ColE2 Rep might 

interact with the Co1E2 origin DNA from the minor groove. A closer look at the result of the 

DMS protection assay with RepC45 which contains the GRK sequence at the N-terminal end 

revealed that 16A in site II appeared to be protected though very weakly (Fig. 4C). 

The presence of the region from position 166 to 180 within region III stabilizes interaction 

of Rep with site III of Ori. Interestingly, the GLGRN sequence in this region important for the 

Rep activity as shown above, which is conserved in the Rep proteins of the ColE2-related 

plasmids (12), shows a homology to the RLGRD sequence in the catalytic domain of y6 

resolvase (Fig. 8A). The second arginine in the RLGRD of the monomer of the y6 resolvase is 

involved in catalysis and is directly hydrogen bonded to the DNA backbone (39). Similarly 

the arginine in the GLGRN sequence of ColE2 Rep might interact with the DNA backbone to 

stabilize the Rep-Ori binding. 

RepC117lacking the region from position 166 to 180 bound to the three sites of Ori like 

the intact Rep protein, although the protection of site III of Ori by RepC117 was weaker than 

that by the intact Rep protein in DMS protection assay (Fig. 4A and 4F). The origin melting 

activity by RepC117 was very low compared with that by the intact Rep protein (8). This 

raised a possibility that the region (positions 166 to 180) is important for the in vivo 

replication of the plasmid ColE2, not merely in stabilizing the interaction of Rep with dsDNA 

of Ori as a part of the third binding domain. We speculate that this region might stabilize the 

open complex structure by binding to single stranded DNA of the melted region, which is 

important for progress of the primer synthesis by Rep. 

The effective lengths of binding regions on DNA where DNA binding proteins interact 
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depend upon the structures, sizes and numbers of the DNA binding domains, and also upon 

whether the proteins interact as monomers, dimers or oligomers (6). In most plasmid 

replicons like the iteron-regulated plasmids (F, pSC101, pPS10, miniP1, etc.), the Rep 

proteins consist of about 300 amino acids and the Rep-binding sites in the origins are about 20 

bp long (2, 5). The Rep54 monomer of plasmid F has extensive polar interactions between the 

two recognition helices of two DNA-binding domains and two adjacent major grooves on one 

surface of the iteron DNA (20). The Rep monomers of pPS 10, pSC101 and miniPl were 

suggested to have similar structures and might bind to their iterons similarly (31). The RepA 

monomer ofpPS10 was suggested to have an extended form suitable for iteron binding by the 

biochemical analysis (4, 7). The Rep binding site in the ColE2 origin is about 20 bp long, 

based on the DMS protection assay, which is relatively long for the 132-amino acid C

terminal region of ColE2 Rep, if we assume a compact globular form. Therefore, a rather 

extended conformation of the C-terminal region of ColE2 Rep appears to be likely. We have 

recently found that Rep binds to Ori as a monomer (8). The nucleotide sequences of sites I, 

Hand III in the ColE2 origin are asymmetric. This would require an asymmetric conformation 

of the DBDs of Rep, and a monomer with three separate DBDs would be the simplest form of 

Rep suitable for this requirement. 

Linker regions covalently connecting two DNA-binding domains in single proteins are 

found in the prokaryotic transcriptional activators of the AraC family. In MarA which belongs 

to the AraC family, two helix domains are linked by an a-helix that appears to provide the 

flexibility necessary for the two domains to interact with two successive major grooves of the 

DNA (28). Such linker regions in DNA binding proteins are more commonly found in 

eukaryotic systems. In the mammalian transcription factors such as Oct-1 and POU 

homeodomain proteins, for example, two DBDs are connected by alinker region, which 

serves as a flexible tether between the two domains and permits different relative 

arrangements of the two domains suitable for the binding sites on the DNA (30). The potential 

linker region of ColE2 Rep is predicted to form an a helix (Fig. 1B) and has sequence 

homology with the helix 2 of the I~ subdomain of the MuA end binding domain (I~y) (Fig. 9). 

The I~ subdomain can be divided into two structural elements, and the helix2 serves to bridge 
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these two elements (29). The putative linker region of ColE2 Rep might form a similar 

structure and link two DNA-binding domains on both sides and allow Rep to bind to Ori 

properly. 

The ColE2 Rep protein is a multifunctional initiator, although it is a small protein. The N

terminal half of Rep is unnecessary for the origin DNA recognition as shown in this paper, 

whereas it is indispensable for replication of the plasmid ColE2. Rep is a primase, which can 

synthesize a 3-nucleotide primer RNA specific for the ColE2 origin which is utilized by the 

host DNA polymerase I to initiate replication. Therefore the N-terminal region must contain 

the primase domain. We are interested in how Rep binds to Ori to perform its multiple 

functions. The findings in this paper should help us to understand the early steps of initiation 

of the plasmid ColE2 replication in more details by future analyses. 
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Figure legends 

FIG. 1. The origin and Rep protein of plasmid ColE2. (A) The nucleotide sequence of the 

origin of the plasmid ColE2-P9. Positions are numbered from left to right. Sites a and J) 

(indicated by arrows below the sequences) are the specificity-determinants of the Rep-Ori 

interaction between ColE2 and Col.B (34, 40). Subregions I, II and III of the 31-bp minimal 

region identified and sites a, b and c proposed as the Rep protein binding elements by 

mutation analyses ( 40) are indicated below the sequence. Sites I, II and III of the ColE2 origin 

bound by Rep identified by DMS protection assay in this study are boxed. The positions of 

the ends of deletions from the right ( dr8, dr4 and dr56; Table2) are indicated by hooked 

arrows. (B) Schematic representations of the wild type and partial fragments of Rep (solid 

bars) used. Rep fragments with deletions from theN terminus were named with the numbers 

of the remaining residues in the C terminal regions. RepAC20 is a stop codon mutant Rep 

protein lacking 20 residues in the C terminal region. The position numbers of the residues at 

theN and C termini are indicated. (C) The C terminal147-amino acid region of the ColE2 

Rep protein important for binding to the origin DNA. The putative HTH motif showing 

sequence homology with E. coli transcription factors ( 14) and regions A and B involved in 

determining the specificity of the Rep-Ori interaction in the plasmids ColE2-P9 and ColF3-

CA38 (34) are indicated by double-headed arrows below and above the sequence, respectively. 

The positions of the deletion ends of the Rep fragments are indicated by hooked arrows. The 

single-amino-acid substitutions in mutant Rep proteins which retained or lost the in vivo 

activity to initiate DNA replication are indicated above or bellow the sequence, respectively. 

The predicted a helix regions (Psi-Pred) are indicated by solid bars bellow the sequence. 

Regions I, II and III of the Rep protein important for binding to the origin DNA identified in 

this study are boxed and a putative linker region is indicated by a bracket above the sequence. 

FIG. 2. Specific Ori DNA binding of the Co1E2 Rep protein and its partial fragments and 

mutant Rep proteins analyzed by EMSA. Various concentrations of peptides indicated at the 

top of each panel were incubated with end-labeled DNA fragments with (Ori DNA) or 

without (Ori-free DNA) the origin sequence and the DNA-protein complexes and free DNA 
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fragments were analyzed by electrophoresis on a 8% polyacrylamide gel. Partial Rep 

fragments with deletions from theN terminus (A; the positions of DNA-protein complexes 

are indicated by black circles), Rep A C20 (B; crude extracts containing these proteins were 

used), mutant Rep protein at position 285 (C) and mutant Rep proteins at positions 284, 286 

and 287 (D) were compared with the wild type Rep protein. The additional shifted bands with 

faster mobilities were occasionally observed depending on the preparations of the Rep 

proteins used. They were more often observed with the proteins of less purity. 

FIG. 3. The amounts of the ColE2 Rep protein and the mutant Rep proteins with a T7 tag 

in uninduced BL21 (DE3) cells carrying plasmids with the cloned genes encoding these 

proteins. (A) The total E. coli proteins in BL21 (DE3) cells were analyzed by 15% SDS

PAGE. (B) A half amount of each sample used in (A) was loaded on the SDS-PAGE and the 

western blot analysis was carried out with anti-T7 tag antibody. 

FIG. 4. DMS footprints of ColE2 Rep and its partial fragments bound to Ori DNA. 

Supercoiled plasmid DNA carrying Ori was incubated with or without the intact ColE2 Rep 

protein or its fragments and treated with DMS as described in Materials and Methods. The 

modified sites on the top and bottom strands were mapped by primer extension using FITC

labeled primers on a sequencing gel (left panels). Control sequencing ladders (A, G, T, C) 

were obtained by using the same primers. The 37-bp origin region is indicated with an arrow 

in each gel. Nucleotides protected by Rep against DMS modification are indicated by 

triangles and those showing increased DMS sensitivity upon Rep binding are indicated by 

circles. A1: no Rep (lane 1), 100nM Rep (lane 2) and 200nM Rep (lane 3); B1: no RepC132 

(lane 1), 100nM RepC132 (lane 2); Cl: no RepC45 (lane 1), 200nMRepC45 (lane 2) and 

400nM Rep45 (lane 3); D1: no RepC61 (lane 1), lOOnM RepC61 (lane 2) and 200nM 

RepC61 (lane 3); E1: no RepC94 (lane 1), 100nM RepC94 (lane 2) and 200nM RepC94 (lane 

3); F1: no RepC117 (lane 1), 100nM RepC117 (lane 2) and 200nM RepC117 (lane 3). Scans 

of lanes with naked DNA and Rep-bound DNA are shown by gray and black lines, 

respectively (right panels). Quantification of the experiments shown in the sequencing gels 
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was performed by using NIH Image 1.62 software. A schernatization of the 37-bp origin 

region boxed is presented and the three sites I, II and III bound by the wild type Rep are 

indicated by the gray background. The symbols are as described for the left panels. A2: lanes 

1 and 3 of A1; B2: lanes 1 and 2 of B1; C2: lanes 1 and 3 of C1; D2: lanes 1 and 3 of D1; E2: 

lanes 1 and 3 of E1; F2: lanes 1 and 3 of Fl. 

FIG. 5. Specific Rep-Ori DNA binding of mutant Rep protein and mutant origins. (A) 

EMSA using the wild type and RepN176D was performed as in Fig. 3. (B) DMS protection 

assay with(+; lOOnM) or without(-) RepN176D was performed as in Fig. 5. (C and D) DMS 

protection assay using supercoiled plasmid DNA carrying Oridr56 (C) and Oridr4 (D) and 

with (+)or without (-) RepC132, was performed as in FIG. 5. 

FIG. 6. Specific binding of various Rep fragments to the wild type and Oridr8 analyzed 

by EMSA. (A) Various Rep fragments were incubated with the end-labeled wild type Ori and 

Oridr8 fragments. The concentration of each Rep fragment was adjusted at the level that was 

unable to saturate the origin DNA. The protein-DNA complexes (indicated by dots) and free 

DNA fragments were analyzed as in FIG. 3. (B) Schematic representations of various Rep 

fragments bound to the wild type Ori and Oridr8. Sites I, II and III of Ori are indicated below 

the boxes representing the binding sites of the origin region (shown by the lines). Regions I, II 

and III of Rep are indicated in the ovals representing the domains of Rep. 

FIG. 7. Summary and schematic representation of the results of the DMS protection assay 

in Fig. 5 (A) and a model of Rep-Ori interaction (B). Rep-binding sites I, II and III (brackets) 

of Ori are shown above a B-form DNA double helix structure and regions I, II and III of Rep 

interacting with sites I, II and III of Ori are indicated by squares. 

FIG. 8. Comparisons of the colE2 Rep protein and the y6 resolvase and of their cognate 

binding sites. (A) Alignment of the amino acid sequences of the ColE2 Rep and the y6 

resolvase. Identical residues are indicated between the two sequences. The predicted and 
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known secondary structures are shown above and bellow the amino acid sequences of the 

ColE2 Rep protein and the yb resolvase, respectively: H, a helix; E, 13 strand; C, coil. The 3-

helix-bundle DNA binding domain (containing a HTH motif) and the extended arm region are 

marked with double-headed arrows bellow the secondary structure of the yb resolvase, and the 

helixE and HTH motif are shadowed. The three regions (I, II and III) of the ColE2 Rep 

protein important for the origin DNA binding deduced from the DMS footprint analysis and 

the putative linker region deduced from a genetic analysis are indicated above the secondary 

structure of the ColE2 Rep protein with double-headed arrows and a bracket, respectively and 

the putative HTH motif is shadowed. Among the residues in the HTH motif of the yb 

resolvase involved in binding to site I of the res DNA, those involved directly in base-specific 

interaction from the major and minor grooves are indicated by outlined letters, while the other 

residues involved are underlined. (B) Alignment of the nucleotide sequences of the ColE2 

origin DNA and the site I of the res DNA bound by the y6 resolvase. The regions with high 

homology are highlighted in gray and the identical residues are indicated by vertical lines. 

The primer sequence in the ColE2 origin is indicated by the arrow above the sequence. 

Twelve-bp inverted repeats in the site I of the res DNA are indicated by arrows bellow the 

sequence. The regions recognized and bound from the major and minor grooves by the C

terrninal binding domains of the y6 resolvase are shown by brackets bellow the sequence, 

while the Rep binding sites I and II of the ColE2 origin identified in this study are shown by 

brackets above the sequence. 

FIG. 9. Alignment of the putative linker region of the ColE2 Rep protein and the helix 2 

of the Ij3 subdomain of the MuA transposase. The putative linker region of the ColE2 Rep 

protein deduced from the mutation analyses in this paper is indicated by a bracket above the 

sequence. The predicted a helix region of the ColE2 Rep protein and the known a helix 

region (helix2) of the II) subdomain are indicated by solid bars. 
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Name Sequence (5'-3') 

KM?.F AAA TCCGCGGAACGGGCAC 
KM?.R GGACCTTTTCGAACAGATGG 
KM3F TAGCGTCGACAAAAATTACG 
KM3R GTGGTGGTGCTCAGA TCT 
~03 TGCCGTGATCCAGCGTGTC 
~36 TACACACAGGAAATTCTCA 
~60 TAAGCGCGCAGCAGTTCCT 
KA 1 TTGCGAGATCTGGA TCACA TTTTAA

TT'TTY GGTAGTACS "WCGCTCGAC 
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Table 2. Mutant OI~ flom the I~ht 

Name Sequence 
1 10 20 30 qo 

ColE2 O~ i 5 1
- AAAATGAGACCAGATAAGCCTTATCAGATAACAGCGCCCT 

d:r56 

dt4 
dtB 

AAAATGAGACCAGATAAGCCTTATCAGATAACAtCGatga 
AAAATGAGACCAGATAAGCCTTATCAcAagcttatcgatg 
AAAATGAGACCAGATAAGCCcaAgCttATcgatGataagc 

Residues in deletion mutants different from those in the intact ColE2 Ori are shown by 

lowercase letters. 
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IV Characterization of the region important for 

dimerization of CoiE2-P9 Rep 
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Abstract 

The ColE2 Rep proteins are present mostly in a dimeric form with some multimers larger 

than dimers in solution, while they bind to Ori as monomers. Detailed analyses of the 

interaction of Rep and Ori using various mutant Rep proteins were done, and three regions (I, 

II and III) in the C terminal region of the ColE2 Rep protein important for binding to the 

origin were identified. However, The regions important for dimerization of Rep proteins is not 

known. Here I identified the region important for dimerization of Rep. It was located within 

the area containing regions II and III important for Rep-Ori interaction. This raised a 

possibility that dimerization of Rep affected the interaction of regions II and III of Rep with 

Ori and this might explain why Rep binds to Ori as a monomer but not as a dimer. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Strain. The E. coli strains used was BL21(DE3) (Novagen). 

Construction ofplasmids. To construct pRepAC10+Km expressing the Rep proteins without 

His6-tag (RepAC10), the BstEII-Scal fragment of pETE2+T7+site RIICm (M. Yagura, 

unpublished data) containing chloramphenicol resistance gene was cloned between the 

BstEII-Scal sites of pACYC177 (1), followed by selfligation after digesting with Pstl and 

filled with T4 DNA polymerase, then the Bsiwl-Bglfl fragment of this plasmid containing the 

chloramphenicol resistance gene was replaced with the PCR fragments (amplified with 

oligonucleotides KM1F and KM3R from the template DNA of pRepAC10+Ap) digested with 

Bsiwl and Bglii enzymes. 

Purification of Rep proteins. The proteins were purified from BL21 (DE3) cells essentially 

as described (2), except for the step of expression. Cells were grown for 3 hr at 37°C in 2 m1 

terrific broth (3) supplemented with 20 j..tg/ml kanamycin for the cells expressing the 

RepAC10 proteins alone and with 50 j..tg/ml ampicillin and 20 j..tg/ml kanamicin for the cells 

coexpressing the proteins of RepAC10 and Rep fragments or of wild type Rep and mutant 

Rep with a stop codon. The culture was diluted to 1 to 2 X 107 cells/ml with 50 ml fresh 

medium, grown at 25°C to 1 X 108 cells/ml and treated with 0.4 mM IPTG for additional 4hr. 

Western blot analysis. Samples for Western blotting were separated in parallel on a 15% 

SDS-PAGE and proteins were transferred to a polyvinyliden difluoride sheet (PVDF; Atto). 

The sheet was treated with the anti-T7 tag antibody (Novagen) at a 1:8000 dilution for 1h and 

then with NBT/BCIP (Roche) at room temperature as recommended by the supplier (Novagen 

manual). 
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Results and discussion 

To identify the region important for dimerization of Rep proteins, the Rep protein without 

His6-tag (RepL\ClO) or with a stop codon (RepL\C39) was coexpressed with a series of partial 

Rep fragments lacking theN terminal portions of the Rep protein and with His6-tag (Fig. 1 A). 

RepL\ClO lacking the C terminal 10-amino-acid region of Rep alone did not specifically bind 

to the NTA-Ni resin (Fig. 1 B, lane 3). However, when it was coexpressed with RepC117 and 

purified from NTA-Ni resin, it was obtained from the elution (Fig. 1 B, lane 6). This 

suggested that the N-terminal region to the left of position 180 and the C-terminal region to 

the right of position 287 (Fig. 1 A) of Rep are unnecessary for dimerization of Rep proteins. 

To delimit the dimerization region of Rep, we used a deletion mutant Rep protein named 

RepL\C39 lacking the C terminal 39~amino-acid region of Rep and coexpresssed it with wild 

type Rep. After purified from NTA-Ni resin, RepAC39 was also obtaited from the elution (Fig. 

1 B, lane 9). This suggested that the region to the right of position 258 (Fig. 1 A) was 

unnecessary for dimerization of Rep proteins. Based on the results above, I conclude that the 

region important for dimerization of Rep proteins is located to the right of position 180 and 

down to position 258. 

The region important for dimerization of Rep proteins 1s located within the area 

containing regions II and III important for Rep-Ori interaction (Fig. 2). This raised a 

possibility that dimerization of Rep affected the interaction of regions II and III of Rep with 

Ori and this might explain why Rep binds to Ori as a monomer but not as a dimer. 

The deletion mutant Rep lacking the N terminal portions of the Rep protein with the 

deletion end in this region like RepC94 and RepC36 constructed before can be used to delimit 

this region further by future analyses. 
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Figure legends 

Fig. 1 Determination of the regions important for dimerization of Rep proteins. A. 

Schematic representations of the wild type and partial fragments of Rep (solid bars) used. B. 

The western blot analysis was carried out with anti-T7 tag antibody. Total solution (lane 1, 4, 

7); Supernatant (lane 2, 5, 8); Elution (lane 3, 6, 9). 

Fig. 2 Schematic representation of the wild type Rep protein. Regions I, II and III 

important for binding to Ori identified by DMS protection assay are indicated by gray bars. A 

putative linker was indicated. The region important for dimerization of Rep is indicated by a 

two-headed arrow. 
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V Mechanism of origin melting of Co1E2-P9 plasmid 
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Abstract 

Origin melting is essential for the initiation of DNA replication and requires binding 

of initiator proteins. For many bacterial plasmids, the melting of origin in DNA 

generally requires combined actions of plasmid encoded initiator protein and host 

factors. While origin melting of ColE2-P9 (ColE2) plasmid only requires its own 

initiator protein (Rep). Rep binds to Ori as a monomer and causes a weak bend (21 °) at 

the origin DNA. Rep induces a localized melting of the origin DNA in a supercoiling

dependent way. The melting region lies in the right half of Ori and overlaps the binding 

site lll for Rep and the template sequence for the prlmer synthesis. Rep binds 

specifically to the non template strand of Ori, which is essential for full melting of origin. 

Based on the results presented in this paper, I proposed a model for the mechanism of 

origin melting. 
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Introduction 

For various bacterial chromosomal and plasmid origins of DNA replication, the first step 

of initiation requires binding of the initiator protein that serves to melt the DNA duplex in an 

AT-rich region (1, 34). This process has been extensively studied in Escherichia coli. In the 

presence of HU or IHF protein, and a millimolar level of ATP, binding of the DnaA protein to 

the 9-mer boxes (called DnaA boxes) in OriC leads to unwinding of the AT-rich region 

containing the 13-mers (5, 9, 15), and then the ATP-bound DnaA proteins bind to the single

stranded 6-mer sequences 5'-AGATCT in the unwound region, stabilizing the single-stranded 

regions (39). The DnaA protein acts as a replisome organizer for the subsequent loading of 

proteins required for replication process (35). For many bacterial plasmids such as F (19, 47), 

R6K (23, 29), RK2 (22) and PI (36), Initiation of DNA replication involves binding of the 

plasmid encoded initiator proteins to the iterons and forms an open complex at their cognate 

origins to recruit the replisome (7). The opening of the AT-rich segments of the origins 

generally requires combined actions of plasmid-encoded initiator protein and host factors 

containing DnaA, HU protein or both. 

The plasmid Co1E2-P9 (Co1E2) is a circular duplex DNA molecule of ~7 kb (13). It is 

present in ,...,10-15 copies per host chromosome(2, 14). The initiator protein (Rep; 35 kDa) of 

plasmid ColE2 is the only plasmid-specified trans-acting factor required for the initiation of 

plasmid replication (20, 21, 45). Initiation of plasmid replication also requires host DNA 

polymerase I along with other factors ( 18, 40), but not RNA polymerase and DnaG primase 

(18, 41). The minimal origin (Ori) of the ColE2 DNA replication consists of 32 bp, where 

DNA replication initiates (44). The ColE2 Rep protein binds specifically to the origin, as 

revealed by a filter binding assay ((20)) and EMSA (44). In an in vitro Co1E2 DNA replication 

system with crude extracts of E. coli cells ColE2 DNA replication starts at a unique site and 

proceeds unidirectionally (18, 41). The ColE2 Rep protein is unique among other initiator 

proteins in that it is also a plasmid-specific primase. It synthesizes a 3-nucleotide primer RNA 

at a specific site in the origin, which has a unique structure of 5' ppApGpA (42). Host DNA 

polymerase I specifically uses the primer RNA to start DNA synthesis, and then form a D

loop structure, into which various replication proteins of E.coli like DnaB helicase, DnaG 
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primase and DNA polymerase III holoenzyme, were introduced to continue replication of 

ColE2 DNA. The ColE2 Rep proteins are mainly present as dimers in solution (30) while they 

bind to Ori as monomers (Han, submitted). The ColE2 Rep protein has a potential HTH DNA 

binding motif based on amino acid sequence homology to some known E. coli DNA binding 

proteins (20). Detailed analyses of the interaction of Rep and Ori using various mutant Rep 

proteins were done (11), and three regions (I, II and III) in the C terminal region of the ColE2 

Rep protein. important for binding to the origin were identified (Fig. 1 A). Two of them 

(regions I and II) interact with the origin DNA from the adjacent major (site I) and minor (site 

II) grooves in the left half of Ori and the remaining region III interacts with the site III from 

the major groove next to the template sequence for the primer synthesis, which is one and a 

half turn apart from site I on the opposite surface of the origin DNA (Fig. 1 B). Sites I, II and 

III identified by the DMS protection assay (11) are included within the three Rep protein 

binding elements (sites a, b and c, respectively) proposed by in vivo analyses of mutant 

origins with deletions and single-base-pair substitutions (44). A linker region connects the 

regions II and III and provides Rep an extended conformation suitable for Ori binding as a 

monomer. The interaction of region III of Rep with site III of Ori might be required to 

position the primase domain properly. Synthesis of the primer by the ColE2 Rep protein 

requires opening of the DNA in the origin to expose the template strand. 

In this paper, I examined how the interaction of ColE2 Rep and Ori leads to opening of the 

origin DNA. I found that ColE2 Rep protein induces localized melting of the origin DNA 

around the primer sequence by itself, but only very weak bending of the origin is introduced 

by binding of Rep protein. I further found that Rep binds to the nontemplate strand of Ori 

specifically, which is important for full opening of the origin DNA. Adding these new data to 

what is already known about Rep-Ori interaction, I proposed a model for the mechanism of 

Origin melting of ColE2 plasmid. 
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Materials and Methods 

Bacterial and plasmids. The E.coli K-12 strain used was BL21 (DE3) (Novagen). D110: 

rnh::Tn3 (polAl. end I ·.thy·). Plasmids used have been described elsewhere ((11)) except for 

those described below. 

Constrnction of plasmid for bending assay. Pbluescriptll KS+ was digested with 

Pstl(filled by T4 polymease) and Smal, followed by selfligation to construct pBlue.M>S. The 

PCR fragment (amplified with -21M13, M13 oligonucleotides, and pBlue.M>S as a template) 

digested with Kpnl (filled by T4 polymerase) and Sacl was inserted between the sites sacll 

and Sacl of pBlueMS to construct pKA, which contains a new EndoR cleavage site (Smai). 

pKAE20ri used for bending assay was constructed by insertion of 47bp DNA fragment with 

ColE2 Ori in the Smai site of pKA. 

Construction of the plasmid for in vivo KMn04 footprint assay. The 2517bp Sspl-Sspl 

fragment of pACYC184 containing tetracycline gene was cloned between the Sspi-Sspl sites 

of pBlue22+wt0ri (44) to construct pHME20ri+tet. To costruct pACX43AWT (Iwayama and 

Itoh, tmpublished) the 1.5-kb BamHI-Hindlli fragment of pBX243 ( 46) carrying the Co1E2 

rep gene was inserted between the Bamm and Hindlii sites (within the tetracycline-resistance 

gene) ofpACYC184 (6). To construct pAKX43AWT (Matsumura and Itoh, unpublished) the 

3.6-kb EcoRI-San fragment of pACX43A WT carrying the p15A replicon and the ColE2 rep 

gene was ligated with the 1.5-kb EcoRI-San fragment of pKC7 (37) carrying the kanamycin

resistance gene. PAKX43AWT was digested with Bglii and Bamm, followed by selfligation 

to construct pAKX43AWT-Rep. 

Enzymes, and chemicals. Chemicals, enzymes and antibiotics used were from 

commercial sources. [ct-32P] dATP (3,000 Ci/mmol), [ct-32P] dCTP (3,000 Ci/mmol) and [y-

32p] ATP (3,000 Cilmmol) were obtained from Amersham Biosiences. 

Purification of Rep protein. The ColE2 Rep protein and its fragments with a His6-tag at 

the C-terminus were purified from BL21 (DE3) cells carrying derivatives of pET21a( +) 

producing these peptides as described (11). 

In vitro KMn04 Footprint assay. Either supercoiled or linearized pB1ue22+WT0ri (0.1 
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pmol) was incubated for 15 min at RT with wild type or mutant Rep proteins in 27 J!l of 

reaction mixtures containing the binding buffer (200mM Tris-HCl pH7.5, lOmM MgC12, 

100mM KCl, 0.2mM EDTA, 10% ethylene glycol), 0.04 J!g/J!l BSA and 0.02 J!g/J!l salmon 

DNA. Reaction of modification was started by adding 3 J!l of KMn04 (10nM) at room 

temperature. Mter 2 min, reactions were stopped by adding 30ul of stop solution (3M ~

mercaptoethanol, 40mM EDTA, 0.6M sodium acetate) and ethanol precipitated. Modified 

nucleotides were mapped by primer extension as described (11). 

In vivo KMn04 Footprinting. pHME20ri+tet with tetracycline gene and ColE2 Ori was 

introduced into D110 polA1 cells carrying either pAKX43L\WT (with the kanamycin 

resistance gene and the rep gene) or pAKX43L\Rep (lacking the rep gene). Cells were plated 

onto LB agar medium containing kanamycin (20 J!g/ml) and tetracycline (10 J!g/ml). Mter 

incubation for 12h at 37°C, single colony were grown for 12h at 37°C in a 2 ml of LB midi urn 

supplemented with kanamycin (20 J!g/ml) and tetracycline (10 J!g/ml), diluted 100 fold with 

50 ml of fresh medium, grown to 1-2x1Q!lcells/ml. The cells were collected by centrifugation 

at 4000rpm for 5 min at RT, resuspended in 5 ml of LB medium diluted 10 fold, followed by 

treatment with rifampicin (0.2 mg/ml) for 5 min prior to adding KMn04 (lOmM). Mter 

incubation for 2 min at 37°C, the reaction was stopped by adding 100 J!l of ~

mercaptoethanol, the cells were harvested and plasmid DNA was isolated using alkaline lysis 

technique. Modified nucleotides were mapped by primer extention as described (11). 

EMSA for bending assay. DNA fragments with (134 bp) or without (83 bp) origin were 

generated by digesting pKAE20ri or pBlue22+wtori (44) with seven ristriction enzymes or 

BssHII and 3'-end labeling with [a-32P]dATP or [a-32p)dCTP, respectively, and filling with 

Klenow fragment at room temperature for 30 min. Labeled fragments were purified by PCR 

purification Kit (QIAGEN). Five nM labeled origin DNA fragment was incubated for 15 min 

at 25°C with 100 nM of wild type Rep or control DNA fragments without origin in 27 J!l 

reaction mixtures containing the binding buffer (200 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 10 mM MgC12, 

100 mM KCl, 0.2 mM EDTA, 10% ethylene glycol), 40 J!g/ml BSA and 20 J!g/ml salmon 

DNA. Aliquots were loaded onto 8% polyacrylamide (with 1/75 ratio of 

bisacrylamide/acrylamide)-0.5xTBE gels (20x20 cm2
). Electrophoresis was run at 4°C at 420 
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V (constant voltage) after prerun for 10 min. DNA was visualized by using Fuji BAS1500 

phosphorimager and image reader v 1.7J software. 

Specific ssDNA binding by Rep and its fragments. Oligonucleotides with origin, 5' -gat 

etc gca aaa tga gac cag ata age ctt ate aga taa cag cgc cct ttt-3' (nontemplate strand) and 5'

aaa agg gcg ctg tta tct gat aag get tat ctg gtc tea ttt tcg etc tag-3' (template strand) were 

labeled with [y-3:P] ATP (3,000 Ci/mmol) and T4 polynucleotide kinase at 37°C for 30 min. 

Ten nM labeled oligonucleotide was incubated with wild type Rep (0, 100,150 nM) or 

RepC132 (0, 25 , 50, 100nM) or RepC117 (0, 100, 200 nM), and the reaction and 

eletrophoresis were done as described above. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

ColE2 Rep protein melts the origin DNA on the localized region in a supercoiling· 

dependent way. I used KMn04 to probe for the origin DNA melting by the Co1E2 Rep protein. 

KMn04 oxidizes thymines and to a lesser extent cytosines at unwound or sharply distorted 

DNA sites {3, 12, 38). The modified nucleotides can be detected easily by primer extension, 

because the oxidized residues are unable to be copied by DNA polymerases {16). 

To investigate the role of Rep for origin DNA melting under a physiological condition, I 

first used supercoiled pblue22+wtori DNA. The plasmid DNA was incubated with or without 

purified Rep protein and subjected to KMn04 treatment (Fig. 2 and Fig.3C). The bases 21T (T 

at position 21), 22T, 24T, 25C and 29T on the top strandand and the bases 23T, 26T, 27C and 

28T on the bottom strand became reactive to KMn04 oxidation upon the Rep protein addition. 

In addition, 23A, 26A, 28A and 30A on the top strand and 24A and 25G on the bottom strand 

seemed to be reactive to KMn04 oxidation. These sites are located in a region overlapping the 

sites of primer synthesis, suggesting that the region was unwound upon binding of Rep to Ori. 

DMS protection assay also supported this result (Fig.1, (11)). DMS modifies bases on dsDNA 

and ssDNA differently. It methylates the N3 position of adenine from the minor groove and 

the N7 position of guanine from the major groove on dsDNA substrates {31), whereas on 

ssDNA, it modifies the N1 position of adenine and, to a lesser extent, the N3 position of 

cytosine (32). In the presence of the Rep protein, the enhanced modification of the bases 23A, 

25C, 26A and 28A on the top strand were detected {Fig. 1C) in the distorted region revealed 

by the KMn04 footprint assay. The absence of enhanced modification on the bottom strand in 

the corresponding region might due to the binding of Rep to the bottom strand of site III in 

this region. The results of the DMS protection assay together with the result of KMn04 

modification described above indicated that Rep melts the origin DNA in a specific region. 

The melting of the origin DNA by the initiator proteins generally depends on DNA 

supercoiling strictly (4, 48). To test whether DNA supercoiling is required for ColE2 origin 

DNA melting, we performed the KMn04 footprint using the linear origin DNA and purified 

Rep protein (Fig. 3A). Only the bases 24T and 25C on the top strand and 24A and 25G on the 

bottom strand became reactive to KMn04 oxidation in the presence of Rep and the signals 
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were very weak. This suggested ongm DNA melting m and around the site of primer 

synthesis by Rep depends on DNA supercoiling. 

Comparison of the origin DNA melting by binding of Rep in vivo and in vitro. For 

most of the initiator proteins, melting of the origin DNA requires coexistence of cofactors like 

IHF, HU and SSB (4, 48). I then performed the in vivo KMn04 footprint assay of the ColE2 

origin DNA in living cells to compare with the result of KMn04 footprint with Rep alone. To 

accumulate plasmids at the initiation step, an E. coli host with a polA mutation was used. 

PolA-defective cells carrying pHME20ri+tet with the plasmid ColE2 Ori and pAKX43A WT 

expressing the Rep proteins or pAKX43AWT-Rep, in which the rep gene was removed were 

incubated to a log phase and subjected to KMn04 treatment. Plasmid DNA was extracted and 

the bases sensitive to KMn04 on two strands were examined (Fig. 3 B and 3 C). The bases 

21T, 22T, 24T and 25C on the top strand and the bases 23T, 27C, 28T, 30T and 31T on the 

bottom strand became reactive to KMn04 oxidation. In addition, 23A and 26A on the top 

strand and 20G, 24A, 25G, 29A and 32G also became reactive to KMn04 oxidation. The bases 

modified from position 28 to the position 30 on the top strand in the in vitro assay (Fig. 2 and 

Fig. 3C) were not detected in this in vivo assay. When the concentration of the Rep protein is 

decreased in the in vitro assay, the modified signals in the bases from the position 28 to the 

position 30 on the top strand also weakened or disappeared (data not shown). Therefore, I 

interpreted the in·vivo result is due to the high plasmid copy number of pblue22+wtori which 

resulted in the high ratio of origin DNA not bound by Rep. I conclude that the bases modified 

on the top stand in the in vivo assay were almost identical with those in the in vitro assay. On 

the other hand, the modified signals on the bottom strand extended downstream by four bases 

to the position 32 in the in vivo assay compared with the in vitro assay. This extension might 

result from the primer synthesis by the Rep protein in the in vivo assay, which did not occur in 

the in vitro assay. Much weaker enhanced signals on the bottom strand than that of the top 

strand in the in vivo assay might be due to the Rep binding to the template DNA to synthesize 

the primer. These results suggested that there were likely no other factors stimulating the Rep 

mediated melting of the origin DNA. 

Regions of Ori and Rep sufficient for melting of the origin DNA. To understand how 
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Rep binding to Ori induce melting of the origin DNA, I first examined the relative importance 

of portions of the origin sequence for KMn04 sensitivity using supercoiled forms of four 

plasmids containing the intact origin or truncated origins (Fig. 4). Oridr56 and Oridr4 failed to 

initiate DNA replication of the origin, but retained the incB incompatibility activities (44), 

and bound by RepC132 with a similar affinity and mode to those of the intact origin (11). 

RepC132 was used in this experiment. The KMn04 oxidation patterns of Oridr56 and Oridr4 

were identical to that obtained using the intact origin DNA (Fig. 4). These results confirmed 

the conclusion that they lost the activity to initiate DNA replication at the origin after the step 

of Rep-Ori interaction, and further suggested the sequence lacking in them was important for 

initiation of DNA replication after the step of Rep mediated DNA opening. Both Oridr56 and 

Oridr4 contained the site III of Ori, whereas another truncated origin named Oridr8 lacking 

the site III of Ori failed to melt the origin at the specific sites (Fig. 4). These results might 

suggest a possibility that binding to the site III by Rep is required for opening of origin DNA. 

However, I can not exclude the possibility that weak affinity of RepC132 and Oridr8 (11) 

resulted in failure of DNA opening of Oridr8. 

I then used a series of mutant Rep proteins to examine their ability to melt the origin DNA 

(Fig. 2), whose affinity with the origin DNA had been examined (Fig. 1 C). RepC132 with the 

origin binding affinity· similar to that of the wild type Rep protein showed similar 

modification signals against KMn04 to those by the intact Rep protein (Fig. 2), suggesting 

that RepC132 retain the origin melting activity as efficient as that of the wild type Rep protein. 

The melting activity of RepC117 decreased dramatically, although its origin binding activity 

of it was not so weak, and RepC94, RepC62 and RepC45 lacking region III of Rep which 

interact with site III of Ori (Fig. 1 A) were unable to melt the origin DNA (Fig. 2), even 

though RepC94 and RepC62 bound to the intact origin efficiently as revealed by EMSA (11). 

This supported the notion above that the interaction of region III of Rep with site III of Ori is 

important for the origin melting. Our results of the DMS footprint analysis (Fig. 1) also 

supported the results of KMn04 modification above. RepC132 showed enhanced signals by 

DMS modification similar to those with the intact Rep protein on the top strand in the melted 

region and the same region RepC117 exhibited weaker enhanced signals, whereas in the case 
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of RepC94, RepC61 and RepC45, no enhanced signals were detected in the melted region 

(Fig. 1 C). The difference of Ori melting level by RepC132 and RepC117 suggested that the 

region containing amino acid residues from positions 165 to 180 is required for efficient Ori 

melting. 

The functional role of the interaction of region III of Rep and site III of Ori for 

origin melting. The results obtained above showed that the interaction of the region III of the 

Rep and the site III of Ori is important for melting the origin DNA. To gain further insight 

into the melting mechanism of the origin DNA, I tried to investigate the functional role of this 

interaction. Sequence specific DNA binding proteins frequently induce conformational 

change of DNA by bending at the site of the interaction (8). In some prokaryotic and 

eukaryotic genomes, the sharp bending of the origin may facilitate duplex opening (5). I then 

examined bending of the ColE2 origin DNA by Rep (Fig. 5). I used a set of seven DNA 

fragments with equal in lengths carrying the origin sequence at varying portions relative to the 

ends of the fragments (see Materials and methods). The electrophoretic mobilities of these 

fragments were then compared with and without the Rep protein. All the fragments used 

showed the same mobility in the absence of the Rep protein, indicating a lack of intrinsic 

curvature at the origin sequence (Fig. 5A). In the presence of the Rep protein, some 

complexes DNA fragments with the origin sequence nearer to the end than others migrated 

faster (Fig. 5B). The relative eletrophoretic mobility (~-tMIJ!E) was measured for EcoRIJXbai 

and EcoRI/Xhoi and calculated bending angle was 21.7° (:±0.52°, three independent 

experiments). The bent zone was located just upstream from the site III of Ori (Fig. 5B). The 

results above indicate that the binding of the wild type Rep protein to the origin induced only 

a weak bending of the origin DNA. 

I then examined whether the interaction of region III of Rep with site III of Ori induces 

bending of the origin DNA and which regions of Rep protein induces bending of origin DNA 

by using various partial fragments of Rep. As expected, RepC132 with the origin binding 

affinity similar to that of the intact Rep protein (Fig. 1 C) induced similar extent bending to 

that of the intact Rep protein (Fig. 5C). Unexpectedly RepC94 and RepC61lacking region III 

of Rep and defective in binding to the site III of Ori (Fig. 1 A and 1 C) induced bending of the 
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origin DNA similar to that by the intact Rep protein (Fig. 5C). This suggested that the 

interaction with sites I and II of Ori by Rep is sufficient for inducing bending of the origin 

DNA. Moreover, this interaction induced destabilization of double stranded DNA at site III of 

Ori (stimulation of 24A and 25G) as shown by DMS protection assay (Fig. 1). 

Based on the results above, I propose that the role of the interaction of region III of Rep 

and site III of Ori for origin melting is to stabilize the conformation change of the origin DNA 

strands containing site III caused by bending induced by interaction of the site I and site II of 

the origin by rep and induces the primary melting of ori DNA. 

The Rep protein binds to the ssDNA of the origin. The opening of the origin DNA 

results in partial exposure of the ssDNA. I therefore examined the affinity of the Rep protein 

for the ssDNA of the origin by EMSA. The intact Rep protein bound specifically to the 

nontemplate strand of the origin DNA (Fig. 6A, Top), as it formed a specific complex in the 

presence of single strand DNA of M13 as the nonspecific competition. To identify the region 

of Rep important for specific binding to the nontemplate strand of the origin, various partial 

fragments of Rep were used for EMSA. Very similar results were obtained with RepC199, 

RepC169 (data not shown) and RepC132 as compared with the intact Rep protein (Fig. 6B, 

Top), however no complex was detected by using RepC117 (Fig. 6C, Top). These 

observations, along with the results reported before (11), that RepC117 bound to the sites I, II 

and III of Ori (Fig. 1 C), suggested that the region from positions 166 to 180 might be 

important for specific binding to the nontemplate strand of Ori. Thus the reason for the wilder 

opening induced by RepC132 than that induced by RepC117 might be due to the presence of 

the additional region in RepC132 which bound specifically to nontemplate strand of Ori to 

stabilize the opened DNA structure of Ori as well as the interaction of the region III of Rep 

and the site III of Ori as we proposed above. ColE2 Rep is a plasmid specific primase and it 

synthesizes a 3-nucleotide primer RNA (42). It is evident that a primase has to interact 

specifically with the DNA template to synthesize primers (27, 33). I then examined the 

interaction of Rep and the template strand of the origin DNA (Fig. 6). Contrary to our 

expectation, the wild type Rep bound specifically to template strand of the origin DNA with 

much less affinity than to nontemplate strand of the origin DNA (Fig. 6A). Such a weak 
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affinity might be enough for a primase, because a primase only needs to bind to template 

DNA for a short period of time, which is sufficient for synthesizing primers, and an 

interaction with too much strength might inhibit processive primer synthesis. Binding of Rep 

to the nontemplate strand of the origin DNA might possibly help to position the primase 

domain properly on the template strand to synthesize primers efficiently. 

Possible role for the ssDNA binding activity of Rep. It seems to be common for the 

initiator proteins that stabilize the unwound region by binding to the single-stranded DNA like 

those of pAMJ3I (28), DnaA of E.coli (39), SV40 (43). However, the single-stranded DNA 

binding by the initiator is mainly nonspecific. ATP-bound DnaA of E.coli binds cooperatively 

and with sequence specificity to single-stranded DNA of AT-rich region of OriC (39). Binding 

of ATP-bound DnaA to top strand is more effective than to bottom strand. Co1E2 Rep also 

binds specifically to nontemplate strand of Ori DNA, however, the binding affinity of Rep and 

template strand is very faint (Fig. 6), and unlike additional DnaA proteins of E.coli binding to 

ssDNA of melting region, the region in the same protein of Co1E2 Rep (which binds to 

dsDNA of Ori) binds to ssDNA of Ori. ColE2 Rep is also a plasmid specific primase. All 

DNA primases, whether from bacteriophage, viral, prokaryotic, or eukarytic sources, share a 

conserved amino acid sequence, which is referred to as the zinc-binding motif (17, 25) The 

zinc motif in the T7 gene 4 protein is involved in template recognition (24, 26). However, no 

zinc-binding motif was detected in Co1E2 Rep sequence. I proposed that Rep binding 

specifically to the nontemplate strand of Ori is important for stabilizing the unwound Ori 

DNA and positioning the N terminal region of Rep probably containing the primase domain 

closely to the template strand, since the binding affinity of Rep and template strand is very 

faint. 

A model for origin melting. Co1E2 Rep binds, bends and melts the origin in a 

supercoiling-dependent way, and only monomers of Rep bind to Ori (10), although they are 

mainly present as dimers in solution (Matsumoto, unpublished). The located melting region of 

Ori contains the primer sequence. Based on the observations in this paper, I proposed a model 
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for the mechanism of origin melting. Regions I and II of Rep in a single Rep protein bind to 

sites I and II of Ori and bends origin DNA, which induces the destabilization of the double

stranded DNA of site III of Ori. The interaction of Region III of the same Rep protein and site 

III of Ori is to stabilize the conformation change of site III and induces the primary melting of 

origin DNA in a supercoiling-dependent manner, then a region (from positions 166 to 180) 

within the region III of the same Rep protein binds to the nontemplate strand of Ori to induce 

full melting of Ori and helps to position the primase domain locating in the N terminal region 

of Rep on the template strand properly to synthesize a primer stably. The finding in this study 

should provide insights into the mechanism of DNA replication initiation of ColE2-P9 and 

Co1E2-related plasmids. 
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Figure legends 

Fig. 1. Three binding regions (I, II and III) of Rep and the corresponding binding sites (I, 

II and III) of Ori important for Rep-Ori interaction. A. Schematic representation of the wild 

type and partial C-terrninal fragments of Rep. The positions of the deletion ends of Rep 

fragments are indicated by hooked arrows. Regions I, II and III important for binding to Ori 

identified by DMS protection assay (han et al, in press) are indicated by grey bars. A putative 

linker was indicated. (B) Rep-binding sites I, II and III (brackets) of Ori identified by DMS 

protection assay (Han, In press) are shown on a B-forrn DNA double helix structure and 

regions I, II and III of Rep interacting with sites I, II and III of Ori are indicated by gray 

squares. The site of the primer synthesis is also indicated by an arrow. C. Summary and 

schematic representation of DMS protection assays (Han et al, In press) of Rep protein and its 

partial fragments on the ColE2 origin. A schematization of 37bp origin region is presented 

and three sites I, II and III bound by Rep are indicated by double-headed arrows. Nucleotides 

protected by Rep against DMS modification are indicated by triangles and those showing 

increased DMS sensitivity upon Rep binding are indicated by circles. 

Fig. 2. Reactivity of ColE2 Ori to KMn04 in the presence of the wild type and partial 

fragments of Rep (In vitro). Supercoiled plasmid DNA carrying Ori was incubated with (WT, 

lOOnM, 200nM; C132, 25nM, 50nM; C117, lOOnM, 200nM; C94, 200nM; C62, 200nM) or 

without Rep and its partial fragments and treated with KMn04 (10 nM) as described in 

Materials and Methods. Reactive bases on the top and bottom strands were mapped by primer 

extension using FITC-labeled primers on a sequencing gel. Control sequencing ladders (A. G. 

C. T) were obtained by using the same primers. The 37-bp Ori region was indicated with an 

arrow in each gel. 

Fig. 3. In vivo and in vitro KMn04 sensitivity of ColE2 origin. A. In vitro, linear DNA 

containing Ori was incubated with (200nM) or without Rep and treated with KMn04 (lOnM) 

as described in Materials and Methods. B. In vivo, growing DllO cells of deficient in poll 

(polAl) carrying pAKX43.AWT (with the rep gene) or a derivative pAKX43.AWT-Rep 
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(without the rep gene) were treated with KMn04 (lOnM) as described in Materials and 

Methods. Modified bases on the top and bottom strands of A and B are mapped as in Fig.2 

and indicated by short arrows. The 37-bp origin region is indicated with an arrow in each gel. 

C. Summary and schematic representation of KMn04 sensitivity of ColE2 origin in the 

presence of the wild type and its partial fragments of Rep. Nucleotides showing increased 

KMn04 sensitivity upon Rep binding are indicated by arrows. The primer sequence was 

indicated by short arrows. Three sites I, II and III important for Rep binding were indicated 

with two-headed arrows. 

Fig. 4. KMn04 oxidation patterns of truncated origins (Top strand). A. Truncated origin 

DNA (dr56 ordr4) containing three binding sites of Ori for Rep or lacking binding site III of 

Ori (dr8) were incubated with RepC132 (50nM) and treated with KMn04 (lOnM). Modified 

bases on the top strand were mapped as in Fig. 2. B. A comparison of the KMn04 

modification for the wild type and the truncated origins is represented schematically. 

Modified bases were indicated by black bars. 

Fig. 5. Origin DNA bending assay. Set of DNA fragments of similar length but with the 

origin located at various positions relative to the fragment ends were used to perform EMSA. 

A. As a negative control, DNA fragments generated by restriction enzymes as indicated were 

incubated without Rep to reveal origin DNA do not possess any intrinsic bend. B. The same 

DNA fragments used in A (B (}) 1-7 ~~i A (J) 1,...,7 ~ IPJ C DNA Wf Jt :a--15e -0 ""Cv' 0) were 

incubated with Rep (lOOnM). For each lane the relative mobility 1-1 of DNA was calculated 

and plotted against the distance from half position of DNA fragments to the Sad site of 

pKAE20ri. The bending angle a. obtained by using the equation Cosa./2=!-lMI!-lE is indicated. 

The bending center deduced is boxed. C. A comparison of origin bending by the wild type 

Rep and its partial fragments. The wild type Rep (WT, 100nM), RepC132 (25nM), RepC94 

(100nM) and RepC62 (50nM) were used to perform EMSA. 

Fig. 6. Specific single-stranded Ori DNA binding of ColE2 Rep protein and its partial 

fragments analyzed by EMSA. Various of concentrations of wild type rep and its partial 
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fragments indicated at the top of each panel were incubated with end labeled single-stranded 

Ori DNA (Top, nontemplate strand; Bottom, template strand) in the presence of excess M13 

single-stranded DNA. The DNA-protein complexes and free DNA fragments were analyzed 

by electrophoresis on a 4% polyacrylamide gel. The positions of DNA-protein complexes and 

free DNA are indicated by black triangles. A, the wild type Rep (0, 100, 150nM); B, RepC132 

(0, 25, 50, lOOnM); C, RepC117 (0, 100, 200nM). 

Fig. 7. Model of Ori-DNA melting of ColE2 plasmid. 

Step 1. Region I and II of Rep bind to sites I and II of Ori and bend Ori DNA, which induces 

destabilization of dsDNA of site III of Ori (see the result of DMS footprint of RepC62). 

Step 2. The interaction of region III of Rep and site III of Ori stabilizes the conformational 

change of dsDNA of site III caused by bending at step 1 and induces the primary melting of 

origin DNA. (RepC117 binds to site III of Ori with a weaker affinity than that of the wild type 

Rep. It was unable to bind specifically to the ssDNA of Ori. Nevertheless, it can melt the 

origin DNA with a very low efficiency as compared with that of the wild Rep). 

Step 3. Rep binds specifically to the nontemplate strand of Ori to induce full opening of the 

dsDNA strands of Ori and stabilizes the unwound Ori DNA. (RepC132 binds specifically to 

the nontemplate strand of Ori and it melts dsDNA of Ori as efficiently as the wild type Rep). 

Step 4. The binding of Rep to the nontemplate strand of Ori might also help to position the 

primase domain probably located in the N terminal region of Rep closely to the template 

strand to synthesize a primer efficiently, since the specific binding affinity of Rep to the 

template strand is very faint. 
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